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ABSTRACT

VISUALIZING AND INTERACTING WITH EXTERNALLY COUPLED
ENGINEERING ANALYSIS RESULTS

Paul Frederick Nelson
Department of Mechanical Engineering
Master of Science

Visualizing and interacting with engineering analysis results can provide valuable
insights into a system’s performance and aid in engineering decision-making. Currently,
the majority of analysis codes are developed as isolated solutions focusing only on the
most prominent physical influence to a system, such as thermal, structural, fluid, etc.
Frequently, more than one of these physical influences combined to force engineers to
evaluate complex, coupled systems. Coupled analysis codes are becoming more common
place tools for engineers demanding high fidelity simulations of complex systems.
External code coupling solutions are emerging to permit generic coupling of separate,
world class CAE solvers thus providing a more general class of multidisciplinary
simulations. The true value of an engineering analysis is determined by the accuracy of
the analysis code and the ability to interpret all of the significant information contained in
the analysis results.1

Post-processing visualization tools have long been valued for their ability to aid
engineers in interpreting all of the significant information contained in non-coupled CAE
analysis results. The tie between non-coupled CAE solvers and post-processing
visualization tools is poorly defined and currently few general post-processing
visualization tools exist capable of interpreting a wide range of differing CAE results.
The few tools capable of general post-processing require extensive development of
dozens of data readers or translators to accommodate the slew of varying CAE data
formats. As coupled CAE solutions emerge, a need exists to standardize the data
exchange between CAE solvers and post-processing visualization tools. A format for this
standard CAE data exchange, similar to IGES for CAD/CAM data, is proposed.
The object of this research is to bridge the gap between external code couplers
and post-processing visualization tools to initiate visualization and interaction with these
externally coupled results. This fusion of two dissimilar technologies affords a greater
level of result interpretation to support engineering decision-making. A general
integration architecture is presented and a proof of concept with industry leading tools is
developed to demonstrate the benefits of a tight integration between external code
couplers and post-processing visualization tools. Examples are presented of visualizing
externally coupled results. This research lets the engineer significantly interact with and
visualize more complex problems, solved in preferred world class tools, in a timely and
streamlined manner.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION

Engineering disciplines revolve around correctly making complex decisions to
further the advance of a product or process. Engineering analysis plays a key role in the
decision-making process by predicting and refining “the performance of various systems
and allowing scientists to experiment with a range of “what-if” scenarios. The true value
of an engineering analysis is determined by the accuracy of the analysis code and the
ability to interpret all of the significant information contained in the analysis results.” [1]
This research focuses on “interpreting all of the significant information contained in the
analysis results” through visualization of and interaction with coupled data. For the
purposes of this research, interactive is defined as seeing the answer before forgetting the
question. After all, “the purpose in computing is insight – not numbers.” [2]
Today, the majority of analysis codes are developed as isolated solutions focusing
only on the most prominent physical influence to a system, such as thermal, structural,
fluid, etc. Frequently, more than one of these physical influences combines forcing
engineers to evaluate complex, coupled systems. These coupled systems can be solved
by means of the following two methods:
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•

Internally Coupled Analysis – “Multi-mechanics models encapsulated in a single
computer program with the coupling of the models through internal data
structures” [3]

•

Externally Coupled Analysis or External Code Coupling – “Fluid, thermal and
solid mechanics models coupled through boundary data exchanged between
separate computer

programs” [3]

Specific to mechanical engineering, there exists several robust internally coupled
analysis codes (MSC.Dytran, ANSYS Multi-physics module, ADINA, CFDRC, etc.), but
only one general and robust externally coupled analysis code (MpCCI – Mesh-based
parallel Code Coupling Interface). This research does not attempt to evaluate the
difference in accuracy or the advantages and disadvantages for internally versus
externally coupled methods, although this would be a valuable future research effort.
Internal and external coupling methods each have distinct advantages and disadvantages.
The externally coupled method permits end users to choose the most trusted and robust
analysis solver codes for solving a given problem and couples them together. For
example, ABAQUS and FLUENT or ANSYS and STARCD can be coupled to solve a
fluid-structure interaction (FSI) problem with each solver contributing different strengths.
The object of this research is to define, develop, and propose new and future
methods for visualizing and interacting with externally coupled analysis results affording
a greater level of interpretation to support engineering decision-making. Many of the
methods and concepts developed and described in this thesis for visualizing and
interacting with externally coupled data could also be applied to internally coupled
methods. Visualization is often misunderstood in how it applies to engineering
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disciplines. The following statements/definitions may help to provide a clearer sense of
how the term visualization is applied throughout this thesis:
•

“The field of visualization is focused on creating images that convey salient
information about underlying data and processes” [4]

•

“The field [visualization] was aptly described in the 1987 National Science
Foundation’s Visualization in Scientific Computing Workshop report,
which explained: ‘Visualization is a method of computing. It transforms
the symbolic into the geometric, enabling researchers to observe their
simulations and computations. Visualization offers a method for seeing the
unseen. It enriches the process of scientific discovery and fosters profound
and unexpected insights. In many fields it is already revolutionizing the
way scientists do science…The goal of visualization is to leverage existing
scientific methods by providing new scientific insight through visual
methods.’ [4]

This research effort is a systems engineering approach of combining people,
process, and technology together. In this approach “people” is defined as an engineering
user, the “process” is defined as predicting and refining system performance for decisionmaking, and “technology” is defined as the analysis, coupling, and visualization codes to
be integrated. This rigorous systems engineering approach requires integration between
multiple analysis solvers, a code coupling interface, and a visualization system. The end
goal of this research effort is to move engineering closer to a fully virtual design
providing a reduction in cost and time to market. Virtual engineering is a new paradigm
to describe this type of integrated digital design, analysis, and visualization approach.
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Coupled solutions provide a greater representation of reality, but at the same time
grow exponentially in complexity. Visualization is an empowering tool for resimplifying this burgeoning complexity. There is a great need for minimizing complexity
as evidenced by the following statement:
“Still the ability to do effective science is ultimately limited by the ability to
discover and understand results. Together, these observations suggest a critical need for
tools and environments that enable effective and efficient data analysis and visualization
of large-scale data, in ways that need to become increasingly intuitive, even as the data
itself continues to grow and become more complex.” [2]
A great deal of research has been performed on the visualization of and interaction
with engineering analysis results. The majority of this previous work explores a single
physical phenomenon, whereas this research is solely focused on externally coupled
solutions involving multi-disciplinary or multi-physics data. The visualization and
interaction methods defined, developed, and proposed greatly simplify the effort
associated with interpreting externally coupled engineering results, thus creating a
streamlined and efficient decision-making process for complex, coupled systems.

1.1 Objective
The objective of this thesis is to answer the question of how one may best visualize
and interact with externally coupled engineering analysis results. The goal of this thesis
is two fold; first, to visualize and interact to a certain degree with externally coupled
analysis results and secondly, to provide other graphics/visualization researchers, wishing
to apply various visualization technologies to coupled results, a template or reference for
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implementation. This research will also attempt to answer the following key questions in
regards to visualizing and interacting with externally coupled engineering analysis
results:
1. How may an externally coupled analysis method best be directly integrated
with a scientific visualization system for visualization of externally coupled
results?
2. Can two separate, though externally coupled, results be animated
simultaneously?
3. What is required before externally coupled result variables can be plotted
against one another, providing interaction with and understanding of critical
trade-offs? (e.g. a Pressure versus Deflection Plot)

1.2 Background
This section is included as fundamental background to the research effort presented
in this thesis. Later in the body of the thesis it will be assumed that the readers have an
adequate understanding of the following:
•

External Code Coupling

•

Post-Processing Visualization

Each of these background sections provides a brief introduction to the described
technology as well as a detailed review of the most widely accepted industry tools for
both external code coupling and for post-processing visualization. Chapter two will
continue to frame the research by reviewing the state of the art in a wholly general
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approach. In other words, this background sections focuses on the current specific tools
in use and the literature review in chapter two details the specific applicable techniques
that are the state of the art.
1.2.1 External Code Coupling

There is an increasing need for multidisciplinary simulations in various research
and engineering fields. Fluid-structure interaction, magneto-hydro dynamics, thermal
coupling, plasma computations, or coupled manufacturing processes define only a subset
of potential multi-physics applications.
In most cases a single (proprietary) simulation system cannot provide all necessary
features. Coupling of the most suitable codes for each necessary discipline will enable
more flexibility with improved simulation quality to the end user.
Coupling of different simulation codes, each specialized for a specific physical
regime, is becoming more and more important for numerical simulations, both in industry
and in research. The reason is that in many real-world applications the interaction of
different physical phenomena must be taken into consideration in order to achieve highquality predictions.
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1.2.1.1 MpCCI - The Standard for Simulation Code Coupling1

MpCCI [5] has been developed at the Fraunhofer-Institute for Algorithms and
Scientific Computing (SCAI) in order to provide an application-independent interface for
the coupling of different simulation codes.
MpCCI is a software environment which enables the exchange of data between the
meshes of two or more simulation codes in the coupling region. Since the meshes
belonging to different simulation codes are not compatible in general, MpCCI performs
an interpolation. For parallel codes, MpCCI keeps track of the distribution of the
domains onto different processes.
MpCCI allows the exchange of nearly any kind of data between the coupled codes;
e.g. energy and momentum sources, material properties, mesh definitions, or global
quantities. The intricate details of the data exchange are hidden behind the concise
interface of MpCCI.
Most of the commercial CFD and FEM applications let users add additional
features, physical models, or boundary conditions via a programming interface. Within
these user routines access to internal data structures is possible, either through subroutine
parameters and global variables or via internal modules for reading and storing data.
MpCCI uses these capabilities for code adaptation.
A user-subroutine called after each iteration or time step works as a hook to MpCCI.
1

The author wishes to acknowledge the contribution of Klaus Wolf for his help in

detailing the specifics of MpCCI for this background section.
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The current version of MpCCI 3.0.4 supports the following CAE solvers:
•

ABAQUS 6.5

•

ANSYS 7.1 to 9.0

•

Fluent 6.1.22 to 6.2.16

•

Permas 10

•

StarCD 3.1.50 to 3.2.4

•

RadTherm 7.1.1

In addition to these fully supported CAE solvers, Appendix A.1 lists additional
CAE solvers partially integrated/supported by MpCCI. Figure 1 below diagrams a high
level view of MpCCI’s architecture.
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Figure 1: MpCCI 3.0 Architecture

1.2.1.1.1 MpCCI Architecture

MpCCI 3.0 enables a direct communication between the coupled codes by
providing adapters for a growing number of commercial codes. These code-adapters
make use of the already existing application programming interfaces (APIs) of the
simulation tools. This technique offers an easy installation of MpCCI at the end users
site without changing the standard installation of the simulation codes. The MpCCI 3.0
environment consists of several components:
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•

MpCCI Code Adapter allows MpCCI to adapt to commercial codes through
their standard code APIs without any changes in the source of the simulation
code.

•

The MpCCI-User-Interface provides a comfortable way to define the coupling
setup and to start the simulation - independent of the codes involved in the
coupled application.

•

The MpCCI Coupling Server is the "heart" of the MpCCI system.
Environment handling, communication between the codes, neighbourhood
computation, and interpolation are part of this kernel.

MpCCI 3.0 uses different communication layers to establish interactions between
each of its internal components:
•

The MpCCI GUI scans the models files of the coupled codes by starting code
specific scanner scripts on local or even remote file systems. The scaninformation is then passed back to the MpCCI GUI.

•

Perl scripts are used to start simulation tools local or remote; these scripts are
invoked through rsh or ssh connections.

•

The coupling communication between the codes (the code adapters) and the
MpCCI coupling server uses TCP/IP protocols (sockets).

•

The MpCCI Server uses the message passing layer MPI as its internal
communication layer.
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This communication approach results in a general portability of the MpCCI system
and its application on distributed heterogeneous networks. Appendix A.2 provides a
more detailed description of the MpCCI architecture.
1.2.1.1.2 Code Adaptation

Within the MpCCI 3.0 the code adapters establish a direct connection between the
MpCCI Coupling Server and the codes themselves. They make use of the APIs of the
commercial codes and thus (in most cases) need no modified versions of these codes. A
code adapter is a library which will be linked to the code either statically or dynamically.
Any code adapter consists of two modules - the Coupling Manager and the Code Driver.
Additionally for each code there are code specific scripts to scan the model input data, to
start the codes and finally to stop the codes properly. The code adapter concept is
diagrammed in Figure 2.

Figure 2: Code Adapter Concept
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1.2.1.1.3 MpCCI Code Model Scanner

Each of the coupled code provides its own model files describing the mesh
definition and other simulation parameters. These model files will be scanned. The
names of the geometric regions (partitions, components, surfaces ...) will be extracted and
presented to the user through the MpCCI GUI. From the available region names the user
can select those ones which shall define coupling regions (components) in his coupled
application.
1.2.1.1.4 MpCCI Code Starter and Stopper Scripts

For each code there are specific starter and stopper scripts. The starter scripts
provide a complete and consistent system environment for the codes before they are
started. Stopper scripts take care of a seamless and graceful shutdown of all coupled
processes in case the user wants to exit before all codes have converged to a proper
solution.
1.2.1.1.5 MpCCI Coupling Manager

After start-up of the codes the MpCCI coupling manager in the code adapter will be
initialised. First of all the coupling regions defined in the MpCCI GUI have to be
identified. This information will be passed from the MpCCI configuration file to the
coupling manager.
In most coupled simulations only two codes are coupled and have to exchange
quantities. During the transfer the two codes either run in serial (one after the other) or in
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parallel (both run at the same time). The coupling manager knows about the current
status of its own code. Depending on this internal status and the given MpCCI
configuration the code specific driver routine will do one of the following:
•

Provide mesh information to the MpCCI Coupling Server (during the
initialization phase) or

•

Send and receive quantity values

The coupling managers of all coupled codes ensure a consistent coupling state
within the running application.
1.2.1.1.6 MpCCI Code Specific Driver Routines

Access to physical quantities of a code is strongly implementation dependent. In
contrast to the general coupling manager there exist code-specific drivers consisting of
`Put' and `Get' routines knowing the details of the data structures for their code.
1.2.1.1.7 Coupling of Incompatible Model Discretizations

The heart of the MpCCI engine is the neighbourhood computation and quantities
interpolation part. Appendix A.3 provides a more detailed explanation of the MpCCI
neighborhood search and various mesh interpolation schemes. If the meshes are
positioned in the same reference system, these meshes will be prepared for the coupling.
The method for associating meshes and the physical quantities to be transferred need to
be chosen:
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•

Point Element (PE): A node of one mesh is associated with the element of
the other mesh containing the node. The location of the node is given by
the local coordinates.

•

Element Element (EE): Elements of one mesh are associated with all
intersecting elements of the other. The intersection figure is used as an
associative link. It is used for element based data.

•

Point Point (PP): Nearest neighbor association is being used for equal
meshes or scattered data.

All physical quantities are assigned to an interpolation type characterizing the data
transfer. There are two types of data transfer schemes:
•

Flux: The data is treated as a flux, which means that it is transferred in a
conservative way.

•

Field: The data is treated as field data, where the transfer is not bound to be
conservative.

1.2.1.1.8 User Interface

MpCCI has been designed as a neutral interface between various commercial and
in-house simulation codes. While the user interfaces of the coupled codes differ, MpCCI
itself provides a unique and code-independent way to specify all coupling relevant
parameters. The MpCCI GUI permits users to configure and to start the coupled
application on a computing network.
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The GUI guides the application engineers through a number of basic configuration
steps towards a coupled simulation run:
•

The user has to select the codes and to specify the corresponding input files
containing the model data.

•

The next step is to select those element groups in each of the coupled codes
which define a coupling region where the coupling interaction takes place;
any number of independent coupling regions can be specified during MpCCI
setup.

•

For each of these coupled components the quantities to be transferred have to
be specified; quantities may be physical values like pressure or temperature.

•

Additional coupling parameters like neighborhood search configuration, mesh
quality checks, or output parameters can be set.

Finally the job can be started on a network of computing resources. The MpCCI
server has to be launched first. Then the coupled codes will be activated, either in
command or in interactive mode.
1.2.1.1.9 Output for 2D Visualization

For debugging and basic 2D visualisation purposes MpCCI provides its own
visualisation tool, cciVis. The main intention of this module is to provide the user with a
quick view of the data which are relevant for MpCCI itself: e.g. the definition of coupling
surfaces and source and sink of quantity transfers. Appendix A.4 contains details of the
binary file format the cciVis tool uses. This basic visualization tool lacks in ability to
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fully visualize, understand, and explore 3D coupled results. Acting as a coupling
interface between fluid and structure implies that MpCCI does not have information
about (all) the volume data of the codes themselves. Due to that limitation, the input file
for the MpCCI visualizer does not contain enough information for a combined CFD and
FEM animation.
1.2.1.2 Additional General External Code Coupling Software

MpCCI is leading the development in the cutting edge technology of external code
coupling. Research has been done to hard code external code coupling for a specific
application between two set CAE solvers. This research is focused on a general approach
that would benefit a wide variety of industry standard CAE solvers rather than for a
single implementation. Aside from MpCCI, no other general external code couplers are
known to exist.
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1.2.2 Post-Processing Visualization

Computer graphics has made significant progress over the past 20 years, is
currently affecting industrial processes, and is poised to begin revolutionizing industrial
design, analysis, and manufacturing processes.
Currently computer graphics technology is applied as a post-processing
visualization task. Once a process is complete then the results are often transferred into a
post-processing tool for further analysis. Ideally the visualization technology will be
dispersed where needed throughout the process in a fully integrated virtual engineering
manner. Current limitations in computational resources prohibit this from being a reality
today, but shortly will no longer hinder visualization from playing a major role
throughout the entire development process.
“The algorithms that transform data are the heart of data visualization.” [6] These
algorithms will be addressed further in chapter 2.
1.2.2.1 EnSight – The Industry Leader for Post-Processing Visualization2

EnSight [7] has been developed by Computational Engineering International of
Apex, North Carolina to provide advanced, general-purpose post-processing and
visualization of results from different simulation codes. And since EnSight was designed
as general purpose there is functionality already for FEA post-processing such as failed

2

The author wishes to acknowledge the contribution of Darin McKinnis for his

help in detailing the specifics of EnSight for this background section.
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elements, displacements, mode shape animation and frequency response calculations as
well as CFD post-processing features such as particle traces, isosurfaces, and boundary
layer feature extraction. Interestingly, both FEA and CFD codes have a growing need for
particle-based simulations such as SPH for FEA simulating massive failures of structures
and DEM for CFD simulating fluidized beds such as cereals, grains, and catalysts.
EnSight also supports these particle-based results.
1.2.2.1.1 EnSight Architecture

EnSight uses a client-server architecture in which the data is read from files by the
ensight.server application. The server sends extracted visualization constructs like
isosurfaces, streamlines, part boundary faces to the ensight.client application which is
responsible for displaying the data and providing the user interface. Because the
architecture permits up to 16 datasets (a current limit which could be extended) to be read
simultaneously by 16 different ensight.server applications sending geometry to a single
ensight.client, it is of no difficulty to display simultaneously 2 different datasets in a
static view, even from different commercial solvers. However, simultaneous simulation
of the two datasets in an animated or dynamic fashion was previously not possible.
There is a file interface to every simulation code currently supported by MpCCI:
•

ABAQUS 6.5 - .fil or .odb direct readers

•

ANSYS 7.1 to 9.0 – direct reader

•

Fluent 6.1.22 to 6.2.16 – export to EnSight Case Gold format or direct reader

•

Permas 10 – direct reader
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•

StarCD 3.1.50 to 3.2.4 – export to EnSight Case Gold format

•

RadTherm 7.1.1 – export to EnSight Case Gold format

1.2.2.1.2 Easy Data Visualization and Post-Processing

EnSight provides an easy CAD-like user interface for data visualization and postprocessing. EnSight uses OpenGL graphics when run interactively and Mesa software
rendering when run as a batch process. Modifying the visualization scene requires no
programming or even pseudo-programming skills to operate and produce images,
animations, plots, or explorations of a single dataset. Every interaction done in EnSight
is recorded in a journal file, called a “command file” for easy replay, modification, or
building of macros.
EnSight can export to standard image and animation or movie formats such as
TIFF, JPG, AVI, MPEG, and MPEG2. In addition CEI provides some unique formats to
support additional features and cross platform compatibility. CEI EnVideo movie format
(file extension .evo) is cross platform and provides high quality graphics using less
memory than uncompressed AVI and supports stereo playback. EnVideo is also useful
for displaying a movie on multi-tile displays such as a PowerWall or CAVE Virtual
Reality display. CEI’s EnLiten “scenario” geometry format (file extension .els) lets users
save the 3D EnSight scene including all types of animation for playback and presentation.
Both EnLiten and EnVideo are free to download and are used to share visualization work
among colleagues, suppliers and customers, and with management.
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1.2.2.1.3 File Format Support

EnSight supports a number of common data formats as well as interfaces to various
simulation packages. There are four different methods to get your data into EnSight: a
direct reader to the native format of the solver code, a user-defined reader, a standalone
translator which converts the data to a format EnSight can read, and an exporter built into
a solver or solver post-processor which exports the data into an EnSight-readable format.
The most authoritative list of supported file formats has been included in Appendix B.1
for reference.
In many cases EnSight reads the native format of the solver code (Fluent, Abaqus,
and ANSYS, for example). This is known as a “direct reader”. For example CEI has
developed a Direct Fluent Reader that allows native Fluent data to be read into EnSight.
And CEI has developed a Direct Abaqus Reader for loading .fil or .odb datasets into
EnSight. In general reading the data in the EnSight native formats, which are public and
well documented, is faster than reading the native file formats of the codes, but this is
also generally less convenient to the user. User-defined readers can be written by the
solver code developers, CEI, EnSight users, or other 3rd parties. Some solver code
companies write their own direct reader and provide this to CEI to bundle with EnSight.
CEI supports and encourages this as the most direct and efficient way to help the
customer visualize their data. A user-defined reader is best developed and maintained by
a member of the solver code development team or by someone who regularly uses the
solver code and EnSight.
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1.2.2.1.4 “Context Files” – Templates for Automatic Post-Processing

Saving and restoring context files is designed to let users automate the loading of
data, applying EnSight visualization techniques, and producing output images, movies,
etc. for multiple runs of a simulation. Some customers run hundreds of simulations in
batch and apply a standard context to these runs to post-process them in EnSight
automatically in batch. EnSight is compatible with Grid or parallel computing methods
as it will attempt to obtain a license from the license server repeatedly in order to run a
batch post-processing session until user-defined stopping points such as time of day, or
number of attempts, or duration of attempts.
1.2.2.1.5 3D Model Control for Interactive Post-Processing

With the data loaded it will be visible on the screen and can be manipulated in 3D
space by the mouse and the display properties changed through various menus, typed
commands, recorded macros, and other program controls. Some users have added even
voice, Palm pilot, body tracking devices or gesture control to manipulate and visualize
their data in EnSight. But the most common way is through a three button mouse and
menu selections.
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1.2.2.1.6 Displaying Test Data as a Bitmap Background

In EnSight 8 it was also added that the user can attach a bitmap background to the
EnSight window providing either context to the model such as terrain or scene, or to
display test data against which the model will be compared, for example a crash
simulation or the photographed footprint of a hydroplaning tire during a hydroplaning
test.
1.2.2.2 Additional General Post-Processing Visualization Software

A wide variety of post-processing visualization software tools exist today to
provide interpretation and interaction support for single phenomenon CAE analysis
results. Many CAE solver tools come with a free post-processing visualization module;
these are often simplistic and lack substantial functionality.
Several stand alone post-processing tools also exist that are extremely sophisticated
for evaluating computational fluid dynamics (CFD) results or finite element analysis
(FEA) results, but not both simultaneously. The most general CAE post-processing tool
available for visualizing CAE results, both CFD, FEA, etc., is EnSight.
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CHAPTER 2: LITERATURE REVIEW

The following is a review and summary of existing research relating to or
supporting this research effort. Questions posed and discussions in section 1 lead to a
review of the following topics.
•

Virtual Engineering – the long term solution (Section 2.1)

•

Scientific Visualization – post-processing for the short term solution
(Section 2.2)
o Scientific Visualization Techniques Relevant to Coupled Results
(Section 2.2.1)
o Applications for Scientific Visualization and Virtual Reality
(Section 2.2.2)

•

Coupling Engineering Simulations – solving realistic problems (Section 2.3)

2.1 Virtual Engineering – The Long-Term Solution
The constant increase in computing performance has provided engineering the
foundation technology to undergo a rapid transition towards an all digital development
environment. Virtual engineering is a new paradigm which describes this integrated
digital design, analysis, and visualization environment. Mark Bryden describes the goal
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of virtual engineering as the ability that “one day engineers can design in real time, make
changes in real time and see those changes immediately reflected in the virtual model.”
[8] Though this vision is still years off, engineering is currently undergoing a rapid
transition to one day make this idea a reality.
In his 1998 book, The Virtual Engineer: 21st century product development Crabb
articulated that this engineering transition would occur. [9] He discussed the transition
from physical prototypes and models to analytical digital models. He further points out
how this can occur not only in the design phase, but also in analysis and manufacturing,
continuing to move upstream towards conceptual development.
Currently, industry is following this all digital trend, investing heavily in an all
digital design environment. General Motors is an example of a large OEM manufacturer
transitioning engineering design, analysis, and manufacturing to the virtual realm.
General Motors is already attributing billions of dollars in savings to this virtual effort.
[10]
Bryden is interested in having “engineers perform finite element or CFD analysis –
or a combination of the two – and seeing the solutions immediately.” [8] He also
recognizes that a “virtual engineering system would integrate CFD and FEA modeling
and simulation technologies”. [8] “Bryden and his team have built a virtual engineering
system that can read, display, and visually couple many types of data, including CFD,
CAD, and FEA in…3-D. It’s called VE-Suite.” [8] VE-Suite is not fully developed and
currently has one hard coded externally coupled analysis solution. Aside from this one
hard coded coupled solution, VE-Suite currently focuses on CFD or FEA, but not both
simultaneously. Developers of VE-Suite have expressed interest in integrating MpCCI
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with VE-Suite for flexible externally coupled results and plan to use the results of this
research as a pattern for possible implementation.
Bryden cites the following five levels of virtual engineering: [11]
1. Level 1: The Foundation – the ability to interact in a natural way with
engineering analyses and data
2. Level 2: Seamless interaction between the visual environment and the
computation resources
3. Level 3: Real-time analysis using high fidelity models permitting on-the-fly
recalculations
4. Level 4: Real-time multi-system analysis through integration of high-fidelity
models
5. Level 5: An established and widely accepted technology

This research focuses only on the first two levels as they relate to externally
coupled analysis results. Bryden also lists twenty key technologies needed for the
development of virtual systems engineering tools, among them are the following related
to this research effort: [12]
1. High fidelity models
2. Coupled systems
3. Physics driven interpolation
4. Visualization within virtual environments
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5. Ways to see and understand the results
6. The software coupling the numerical model to the visualization environment
The first three needed technologies are addressed by MpCCI and the last three will
be addressed by this research.
Visualization is arguably the most vital technology to virtual engineering, aside
from computing power. Visualization is so critical because it “can create a computergenerated world in which those who are not analysis experts can see the results in a
context that they can easily understand. Even people who are familiar with interpreting
analysis results can gain insights into the root causes of observed problems.” [13] Bryden
says the following about visualization integrated with engineering processes:
“No other technology offers more potential for perfecting processes, improving
products, reducing design-to-manufacturing cycle time, and reducing overall
development costs. Without a powerful visualization tool, it is often difficult to
recognize the existence of problems or inefficiencies.” [14]

2.2 Scientific Visualization – Post-Processing for the Short-Term
Solution
Any improvements made in standardizing visualization methods help to promote
the use of visualization tools as well as their integration into virtual engineering systems.
This research does not focus on developing another visualization application to support a
single problem as an added bell or whistle [15] [16] [17], but rather a system that can
visualize, interact with, and interpret coupled engineering analyses in general. Due to the
complexity of coupled analysis solutions and the resulting time required to obtain a
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solution, developing a virtual engineering system with interactive visualization, which
reflects real-time changes, is currently unrealistic. While key concepts to simplify the
obtainment of externally coupled results will be proposed, this research is limited to postprocessing the results once the coupled analysis has converged.
Some may question why bother with visualization. Data generated by CAE solvers
can contain millions of data points in a single result. Aside from visualization, there is
really no other currently known means to absorb large quantities of this data. The
following are some empirical estimates of the human bandwidth capacity for absorbing
data through various input methods [18]:
•

Speech – 300 words/min or ~200 bits/sec

•

Text – 600-1200 words/min or ~400-800 bits/sec

•

Visual – ~42 million bits/sec

Although these estimates may be slightly exaggerated, the relative scales are
accurate validating visualization as an effective tool for humans to absorb data. The
following quote also addresses the need for visualization techniques specific to the
exploration of time-variant simulation data: [19]
“The field of numerical simulation, mostly Finite Element Analysis (FEA) and
Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD), deals with complex contents of
engineering/natural sciences which can in many cases not be discussed exclusively on the
basis of numerical values or tests. Multi-dimensional data sets need adequate
visualization and presentation.”
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2.2.1 Scientific Visualization Techniques Relevant to Coupled Results

New methods and techniques for visualization and virtual reality are constantly
developed to help interpret and understand data more fully. Many of the most useful and
current visualization techniques and methods are documented in guides, such as the
recently published Visualization Handbook. [4] The majority of these state of the art
techniques are available in EnSight [7], providing users with an entire toolbox of probing
methods for interacting with analysis data.
There is a need for new visualization methods and techniques specific for seeing
and interacting with coupled analysis results. The following sections provide a synopsis
of the current state of the art in visualization methods and techniques. These techniques
each could apply to visualizing coupled results and the remaining chapters will build
upon this foundation of the state of the art.
2.2.1.1 Scalar Field Visualization

The majority of scientific visualization today is classified as scalar visualization.
“Scalars are single data values associated with each point and/or cell of a dataset.
Because scalar data is commonly found in real-world applications, and because it is so
easy to work with, there are many different algorithms to visualize it.” [6] The primary
algorithms dealing with scalar data are color mapping, 2D contours, 3D contours or
isosurfaces, and volume rendering. A short definition of each is provided here for
background; also references to several state of the art articles detailing ongoing efforts to
optimize scalar visualization algorithms are included.
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“Color Mapping is a common scalar visualization technique that maps scalar data
to colors and displays the colors using the standard coloring and shading facilities of the
graphics library. Careful use of colors can often enhance important features of a dataset.
However, any type of lookup table can exaggerate unimportant details…” [6] Examples
of color mapping include mapping a surface with a temperature distribution or a pressure
field.
2D Contours are the results of the extraction of lines of constant value from a
dataset. “Examples of 2D contour displays include weather maps annotated with lines of
constant temperature (isotherms) or topological maps drawn with lines of constant
elevation. Scalar visualization techniques are deceptively powerful. Color mapping and
isocontour generation are the predominant methods used in scientific visualization.” [6]
“3D contours are called isosurfaces and can be approximated by many polygonal
primitives. Abstract isosurfaces, such as surfaces of constant pressure or temperature in
fluid flow may be created” [6]
A great deal of computer science research deals with optimizing the algorithms that
extract isosurfaces from a given scalar dataset. [20][21][22][23][24]
Volume Rendering add realism to a scene graph by defining depth, textures,
shading, shadows for a given data visualization. Volume rendering also addresses timevarying data.
“Volume visualization is a method of extracting meaningful information from
volumetric data using interactive graphics and imaging. It is concerned with volume data
representation, modeling, manipulation, and rendering.” [25]
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Similarly to isosurface extraction, optimized algorithms for volume rendering are a
current research area for computer scientists. [26][27][28][29]
2.2.1.2 Vector Field Visualization

“Vector data is a 3D representation of direction and magnitude. Vector data often
results from the study of fluid flow or data derivatives. ” [6] Flow visualization is crucial
to understand since visualizing with externally coupled results often requires the
visualization of fluid flow in combination with another physical phenomenon.
“Flow visualization is an important topic in scientific visualization and has been
the subject of active research for many years.” [30] Some current research areas dealing
with flow visualization include using flow textures [31] and the visualization of flow
vortices [32]. With flow visualization the following definitions are crucial to
differentiate:
•

“Particle traces – are trajectories traced by fluid particles over time.

•

Streaklines – are the set of particles traces at a particular time ti that
have previously passed through a specified point xi.

•

Streamlines – are integral curves along a curve s that satisfy the
r
equation s = ∫ Vds, s = s ( x, t ) for a particular time t.
t

Streamlines, streaklines, and particle traces are equivalent to one another if the flow
is steady” [6]
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2.2.1.3 Tensor Field Visualization

“Tensors are used to describe the state of displacement or stress in a 3D material.”
[6] Most examples of tensor visualization apply to MRI data as well as other medical
applications. Finite Element Analysis visualizations are also computed using tensor
algorithms.
2.2.1.4 Geometric Modeling for Visualization

Before CAE solvers can predict engineering performance geometric models must
be created and meshed. As modeling grows more complex new algorithms for modeling
simplification need to be invented. Often CAE solvers only require a 3D mesh, which
can be greatly compressed from the original CAD model. Similar to mesh compression,
further compression of geometric models is capable for visualization. Dozens of formats
exist to define a lightweight geometric model that may be used in visualization scenes.
Some of the most cutting edge research includes 3D mesh compression techniques
[33], variational modeling methods (this applies CAD/CAM free-form modeling
techniques to visualization) [34], and model simplification techniques [35], [36]. The
goal of these techniques is for visualization to approach real time and become more
interactive. The benefit of this is it permits human in the loop interaction with the
visualization.
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2.2.1.5 Scientific Visualization versus Virtual Reality

Currently confusion exists on the difference between the terms scientific
visualization and virtual reality; the following definitions should aid in distinguishing
between the two:
•

Scientific Visualization – “When computer graphics are applied to scientific data
for purposes of gaining insight into the dynamics that drive nature and testing
hypotheses.” [37]

•

Virtual Reality (VR) – “often regarded as an extension of 3D computer graphics
with advanced input and output devices. The key elements of the technology are:
o a) immersion in a 3D environment through stereoscopic viewing,
o b) a sense of presence in the environment through tracking of the user and
often representing the user in the environment,
o c) presentation of information to senses other than vision (audio, haptic,
etc.), and
o d) realistic behavior of all objects in the virtual environment.” [38]
Both scientific visualization and virtual reality are employed on a regular basis as a

general post-processing tool for commercial finite element codes focused on a single
physical phenomenon. [38], [39] This research combines these two definitions by
developing a visualization framework for coupled analysis results that will be available to
a large number of end users. The scientific visualization definition and portions a) and d)
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of the VR definition can be combined to provide a low-hardware, cost-effective solution
benefiting a larger group of engineers.
Advanced tracking, glove, etc inputs and haptics outputs are deemed by many to
define an interactive experience when interpreting and visualizing data. These portions
of the VR definition, b) and c), contribute greatly to added insights and understanding of
the data. As stated previously, for the purposes in this research interactive is defined as
seeing the answer before forgetting the question. Often times these costly, complex
systems, such as VR Caves, have operational issues making them more time consuming
than time saving. [38] Eventually, the necessary hardware and software will become
more dependable and cost-effective. Functional support for most advanced input and
output devices is currently capable in EnSight for those interested in a fully interactive
experience with coupled analysis results.
2.2.1.6 Large-Scale Data Visualization

Visualization of extremely large datasets has long been a subject of eager research.
EnSight’s greatest strength is the software architecture to distribute processing for
handling extremely large datasets. Other focus areas for large-scale data visualization
include visualizing large dataset on desktop workstations [40], techniques for visualizing
time-varying volume data [41], rendering large-scale datasets [42], new architectures for
visualizing large-scale data [2], and network bandwidth implications when using largescale datasets [43].
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2.2.1.7 Visualization Software and Frameworks

The following visualization software and frameworks are the most likely tools to
benefit by adding visualization support for externally coupled engineering analysis
results:
•

The Visualization Toolkit [44], [45]

•

NAG’s Iris Explorer [46], [47]

•

AVS [48], [49], [50]

•

ParaView [51], [52]

•

VE-Suite [53]

2.2.1.8 Perceptual Issues in Visualization

Both scientific visualization and VR have limitations when viewed immersively, as
a result of “illusions created by the interaction between the display hardware and our
sensory and cognitive systems…as an analysis instrument the human visualization system
is poorly understood by most engineers” [54] This is an important limitation to
understand for anyone basing critical engineering decisions on the visualization of
coupled engineering analysis results. Additional resources for understanding perceptual
limitations in visualization include [55] and [56].
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2.2.2 Applications for Scientific Visualization and Virtual Reality

The application of scientific visualization and virtual reality to engineering is vast.
Research centers like the Virtual Reality Applications Center (VRAC) [57] at Iowa State
University exist solely to study these applications. A few of these key applications
include tracking systems, stereo displays, input devices, audio, haptic feedback, computer
visualization systems, specific software for visualization support, virtual ergonomic
analysis, virtual mechanisms, virtual prototypes, shape design, preliminary design and
design analysis, flow visualization, FEA visualization, MEMS force display, crash
analysis, manufacturing planning, factory layout, assembly simulation, and system
integration. [38]
Despite the numerous application areas, no current general visualization software
applications related to coupled results were found. The only applications of visualization
are single hard coded examples addressing only one specific coupling problem.

2.3 Coupled Engineering Simulations
“Computer models based on coupled field theories are becoming more common as
engineers demand high-fidelity simulations of complex systems.” [3] There is a need to
solve real world problems with world class tools. Many internal coupling methods exist
for solving a specific coupled phenomenon, such as a fluid-structure interaction (FSI). A
few of the most robust internally coupled codes for solving specific FSI coupled
problems include MSC.Dytran [58] and ADINA. [59] Other internally coupled methods,
such as ANSYS’ Multi-physics module [60] and CFDRC [61], attempt to address a
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general range of coupled physical phenomenon, by “enabling coupled simulations of
fluid, thermal, chemical, biological, electrical and mechanical phenomena.” [61]
These methods, although general, have solvers not generally accepted as “world
class” by industry. For example, ANSYS [62] is known to be world class in structural
finite element analysis (FEA), however the ANSYS flow solver, CFX, is considered by
many to be less accurate than FLUENT [63], the industry standard for computational
fluid dynamic analysis (CFD). These internally coupled methods have varying levels of
coupled simulation support for reviewing the coupled solutions. Many of the techniques
for visualizing and interacting with externally coupled analysis results also apply and can
be adapted to these internally coupled methods.
It is considered ideal by some to use “world class” analysis codes of choice and
solve coupled problems externally by iterating boundary conditions between the
independent applications. However, without a flexible and robust coupling engine to
interface with the multiple analysis solvers, this approach is difficult. The Mesh-based
parallel Code Coupling Interface (MpCCI) [5] was developed with this type of flexible,
external coupling engine in mind. “Since the meshes belonging to different simulation
codes are not compatible in general, MpCCI performs an interpolation.” [64] Not only is
MpCCI capable of coupling general multi-physics applications, but users can access a
variety of analysis solvers to meet their familiarity and needs.
A few of the possible general multi-physics couplings include fluid-structure
interactions (FSI), thermal stress calculations, CFD and electromagnetism, radiation and
CFD, mapping from stamping to crash, and mapping temperature from CFD to FEM.
[64] MpCCI states that “setting up a stable and convergent coupled solution is still a
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heavy task;” [65] this is the case with any multi-physics coupling engine. MpCCI also
holds an annual users conference aimed at validating the accuracy of the external
coupling algorithms. [66] The focus of this research is solely on the interpretation of the
results and assumes them to adequately represent reality. The background section in
chapter 1 and Appendix A describe in depth MpCCI’s approach to external code
coupling.
Some universities are beginning to offer graduate courses focusing on teaching the
fundamentals of coupled field theory [67]. These courses mainly focus on simple
academic cases solved in Mat Lab, Maple, or similar codes. The following statement on
the complexity of teaching how to solve coupled analyses justifies this academic
approach:
“What’s hot in computational mechanics? The three ‘multis’: multiscale,
multiphysics and multiprocessing. Collectively these trends lead to the formulation and
model-based simulation of coupled systems: systems whose behavior is driven by the
interaction of functionally distinct components. These hot areas have a common feature:
explosive complexity.” [68]
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CHAPTER 3: METHOD

In order to accomplish the goals of this research, as stated in Chapter 1, a general
integration architecture has been defined and prototyped to bridge the gap between
external CAE solver-couplers and post-processing visualization tools to provide 3D
visualization of and interaction with externally coupled results. This chapter outlines a
general architecture that has been defined. Chapter four details the instantiation of this
architecture with industry standard tools as a proof of concept.
The reason a gap exists between external code-couplers and post-processing
visualization is because each tool belongs to a highly specialized field, in-and-ofthemselves. Often these tools were developed and continue to be supported with a single
isolated purpose in mind; however, if these two classes of tools were seamlessly
integrated together they would provide engineers and scientist with the means of studying
and ultimately understanding coupled phenomenon.
While few code-couplers and several visualization frameworks exist today it is
clear that current research into each class of tool will only create more stand-alone
solutions. The goal is that this research will establish an integration roadmap that could
be applied repeatedly to bridge the gap between any external code-coupler and any
visualization tool that are offered in the future. The key feature to this roadmap is a
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proposed standard for data exchange of CAE results. Figure 3 articulates the general
integration architecture defined in this chapter.

Figure 3: General Integration Architecture

The method outlined in the following sections aims to provide the details of this
general integration architecture to generate 3D coupled visualizations and let users
interact with the results:
•

Obtaining Externally Coupled Data (Section 3.1)

•

Post-Processing Visualization (Section 3.2)

•

Bridging the Gap for Visualization of and Interaction with Externally
Coupled Engineering Analysis (CAE) Results (Section 3.3)

Sections 3.1 and 3.2 articulate what functionality is minimally assumed to be preexisting in an external code coupler and in a post-processing visualization tool. As the
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name suggests, Section 3.3 discusses the details of how to bridge the gap between
external code-couplers and post-processing visualization tools for visualization of and
interaction with externally coupled results.

3.1 Obtaining Externally Coupled Data
Before visualization of and interaction with externally coupled analysis data can
take place, the coupled data must first be generated. It is assumed that any external CAE
solver coupling tool would contain the following minimal functionality:
•

Communication hooks to a variety of independent CAE solvers for
boundary condition data exchange

•

The ability to force CAE solvers to converge in a common time domain

•

The ability to interpolate incompatible meshes for similar geometries

•

Computing platform independent and portable across a variety of operating
systems

•

An intuitive environment for defining coupling problems and reducing
complexity associated with setting up a stable problem

•

A convergence monitor to aid in aborting divergent couplings

•

Distributed processing compatible for large problems
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3.2 Post-Processing Visualization
Ideally the visualization would be integrated throughout the analysis process in true
virtual engineering fashion; however, computation limitations make this currently
impossible. Post-processing visualization is the best alternative approach for fully
interpreting and understanding analysis results. It is assumed that any post-processing
visualization tool would contain the following minimal functionality:
•

Ability to load results from a variety of CAE solvers (FEA, CFD, etc.)

•

Built upon a proven graphics scene graph such as OpenGL, Performer, etc.

•

Accurate implementation of the visualization techniques discussed in
Chapter 2 such as scalar field, vector field, tensor field visualization, etc.

•

Capable of stereoscopic viewing

•

Loading of transient and steady state results

•

Loading of structured and unstructured data

•

Ability to interface with tracking and haptic devices

•

Simple and intuitive interface for manipulating data

•

Capable of handling large datasets

•

Distributed processing compatible for large problems

•

Computing platform independent and portable across a variety of operating
systems
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3.3 Bridging the Gap for Visualization of and Interaction with
Externally Coupled Engineering Analysis (CAE) Results
Justification for this visualization research and interaction with coupled results was
provided in chapters one and two. The following sections detail the current gap between
external code coupling and post-processing visualization and how to bridge that gap:
•

Organizing and Loading Coupled CAE Results (Section 3.3.1)

•

Interacting with Coupled Results (Section 3.3.2)

3.3.1 Organizing and Loading Coupled CAE Results

External code couplers manage the communication between two or more solvers,
but the results often consist of two or more independent files defined in their original file
formats. Organizing and loading two results into a post-processing visualization tool is
today extremely implementation specific.
An external code coupler provides great flexibility by coupling any two or more
CAE solvers together to solve multi-physics problems; however, this flexibility comes at
a price. There are today no standard formats for CAE data exchange which makes a
general method practically impossible to propose considering the proprietary nature of
CAE file formats.
In the 1970’s a similar dilemma existed with Computer-Aided Design (CAD) and
Computer-Aid Manufacturing (CAM) data. Dozens of CAD/CAM systems provided
new digital benefits over paper drafting, yet each CAD/CAM format was totally
incompatible with the competitors. This situation gave rise to a national standard for
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CAD/CAM data exchange which is documented in the report Initial Graphics Exchange
Specification (IGES), Version 1.0 [69]. The following Figure 4 [70] illustrates the
benefits of using a neutral file format exchange:

Figure 4: Benefit of Using a Neutral File Format for Data Exchange

“IGES successfully met a critical need.” [70] Now a similar “critical” need exists as
external code couplers begin to influence industrial analysis processes. External code
couplers lack a standard CAE format to define a variety of CAE results for visualization
and interaction purposes. This CAE format must be able to generically define a variety
of CAE results such as steady state, transient, structured, unstructured, as well as
combinations of these. The need for this generic exchange format arose because of
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external code couplers; however it must also be capable of defining both internal code
coupler results as well as single phenomenon CAE analysis results.

Figure 5: Proposed CAE Results Data Exchange Format

For visualization of and interaction with externally coupled results to occur, this
research proposes a new standard for CAE results data exchange. Figure 5 above shows
how this format will specifically benefit externally coupled engineering analysis results.
It is proposed that this format be titled the Initial Computer-Aided Engineering Graphics
Exchange Specification (I-CAE-GES) for its obvious ties to the IGES concept.
Before proposing an entirely new standard an investigation into pre-existing
formats ensued. It was discovered that in fact a current de facto standard does exist today
for single phenomenon results. Several packages, such as Fluent, export directly in this
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format single phenomenon CAE results. Other software vendors do not export in this
format, but only because the post-processing visualization tool already has direct readers
for their proprietary formats. MSC software and Abaqus, instruct their user base to use
this post-processing visualization tool. The format is currently an accepted standard at
Sandia National Labs, Los Alamos National Labs and Livermore National Labs.
I am proposing that the EnSight Gold Case Format (.encas) be accepted as this
Initial Computer-Aided Engineering Graphics Exchange Specification (I-CAE-GES)
format. The format is generic and meets the requirements of defining steady state,
transient, structured, unstructured, as well as combinations of these CAE results.
EnSight [Gold Case format (.encas)] assumes no format regarding the physical
significance or representation of the scalar, vector, 2nd order symmetric tensor, and
complex variables. These files can be from any discipline. For example, the scalar file
can include such things as pressure, temperature, and stress. The vector file can be
velocity, displacements, or any other vector data, etc. [71]
Additional benefits for promoting the .encas format to become the I-CAE-GES
standard include:
•

The format is already fully defined

•

The format is already widely accepted in industry, research, and academia

•

The format is capable of defining externally coupled results in a single file

•

The format can be defined in both ASCII and binary

•

The format is generic (steady state, transient, structured, unstructured, or
combinations of these)
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•

The format is well documented with sample readers, writers, and sample
code

•

The format is already an open format

A format toolkit could be licensed to visualization software partners for a small
maintenance fee. With a standard in place visualization tools will begin to offer immense
benefit to the interpretation of externally and internally coupled CAE results as well as
stand alone CAE results. The current method for visualizing 3D externally coupled
results is to open each result in their native CAE tool and use the free post-processor that
is available with the tool to make two separate .avi movies of the results. An .avi
morphing tool is then used to overlay these two movies into a single .avi movie. While
effective for a single 3D view, this process is extremely complicated, time consuming,
and offers no interaction with the data at any level. Figure 6 displays an example of one
of these “faked” 3D externally coupled result scenes.
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Figure 6: Faked .avi Morphed Image of 3D Externally Coupled Results

This is the type of scene that will abound once a standard for describing these
dissimilar formats is defined, such as I-CAE-GES.
An additional issue that can arise while organizing and loading multiple result files
is the duplication of variables between the two coupled cases. For a FSI problem, the
CFD solver may have a variable “temp” defined for temperature and the FEA package
may have a variable “Temp” defined for temperature. This duplication of differently
titled variables will often cause a scientific visualization package to malfunction.
“EnSight Gold format handles ‘undefined’ as well as ’partial’ variable values;” [71] this
means that flexibility is provide to either ignore or accommodate unique circumstances
such as the duplication of variables should such a situation arise.
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Once visualization of the results are complete thought must be given to how the
visualization results will be stored together in a single representation. Visualization
systems may lack proper algorithms or formats for saving multiple loaded results into a
single output to let users revisit the visualized results. EnSight Case format, as a
standard, could also handle the issue of defining coupled or single phenomenon
visualization output formats.
Due to the already intricate nature of external code couplers and post-processing
visualization tools, automation of the file organization and loading will greatly assist in
reducing further unnecessary complexity.
3.3.2 Interacting with Coupled Results

Post-processing visualization tools are known for their flexibility in providing the
user with methods to query, probe, and manipulate the data in near real time. This
flexibility is evident in the form of plotting, multiple view ports, etc. Near real time
interaction is critical to obtain sought answers before the questions of interest are
forgotten.
Many visualization systems organize the data on separate compute servers for
distributed processing. In many cases this is desired, but in the case of interaction with
coupled results this often can create a dilemma. With the different results located on
different servers it is often difficult to do cross-result queries. For example, if the results
are on separate compute servers then a user could not plot pressure versus deflection to
determine when an acceptable level of deflection had been exceeded.
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This seemingly paradoxical situation can be resolved by either placing the two or
more coupled result files on a single server process using the proposed I-CAE-GES
format or developing a mapping system between the servers for communication of
critical parameters. The mapping system might be preferred lending itself to distributed
processing architectures, however the mapping system likely could not take into account
all possible mapping scenarios and would be difficult to program. 64 bit workstations
have promise for making two or more results files on a single server process a feasible
approach as well, but few current visualization tools are 64 bit compatible.
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CHAPTER 4: RESULTS AND DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

As described previously, this chapter details the instantiation of the general
architecture outlined in Chapter three with industry tools as a proof of concept. Since the
proposed I-CAE-GES standard does not exist today the results presented here vary
slightly from the ideal proposed architecture; however, the end result achieved is
comparable. That end result is the visualization of and limited interaction with 3D and
2D externally coupled engineering analysis results.
Accepted industry leaders for external code coupling, MpCCI, and post-processing
visualization, EnSight, were the chosen tools for validating the proposed integration
architecture. It would have been ideal to have integrated several external code couplers
and post-processing visualization tools to demonstrate the general nature of the proposed
integration architecture. However, currently no other external code couplers exist, aside
from MpCCI. Similarly, since the I-CAE-GES format is not a current standard, no other
post-processing visualization tools contained adequate support for a wide variety of CAE
data types, aside from EnSight. EnSight was also the most desirable post-processing
visualization tool because it alone can adequately display the power in the EnSight Gold
Case format (.encas) or the proposed I-CAE-GES format. Once the results are loaded
into EnSight they are converted into this .encas format.
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Figure 7: Integrating MpCCI with EnSight for Simultaneous Simulation

Figure 7 diagrams the difference between MpCCI’s 2D visualization solution,
cciVis, and the developed integration between MpCCI and EnSight for 3D visualization.
MpCCI outputs minimal coupling surface data using an MpCCI trace file format describe
in Appendix A.4, which when read into cciVis displays a static 2D image of the coupling
region. The proof of concept reads the two CAE analysis results files directly, including
the coupling surface data contained in the MpCCI trace file format, and loads the results
into EnSight for 3D visualization.
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The proof of concept does differ from the proposed architecture in one significant
detail. The proposed standard for CAE data exchange, I-CAE-GES, does not exist today.
Because the CAE solvers each have proprietary result formats, it is impossible to
currently combine the two results into one .encas file. EnSight cannot load the results
onto a single server process for full interaction support without the two results placed in
one standard result format. EnSight can convert each CAE result into the .encas format
upon reading in the data, and place each result on a separate server process.
This MpCCI and EnSight implementation specific integration architecture or proof
of concept is diagramed in Figure 8 below. Interaction architecture concepts will be
proposed to limit the impact of the two CAE results residing on separate server processes.

Figure 8: MpCCI – EnSight Implementation Specific Integration Architecture (Proof of Concept)
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The results outlined in the following sections aims to provide the details of the
implementation or instantiation of the general integration architecture, described in
chapter three, to generate 3D coupled visualizations and let users interact with the results:
•

Obtaining Externally Coupled Results from MpCCI (Section 4.1)

•

Post-Processing Visualization with EnSight (Section 4.2)

•

Bridging the Gap between MpCCI and EnSight for Visualization of and
Interaction with Externally Coupled Engineering Analysis (CAE) Results
(Section 4.3)

4.1 Obtaining Externally Coupled Results from MpCCI
MpCCI is the leading standard in external code coupling. Defining and solving an
externally coupled engineering analysis problem is still an extremely complex task.
MpCCI has for years been solving such complex problems, mostly in the Unix or Linux
operating system environments.
Initially this research proposed some simple test cases to validate the fundamental
coupling approaches of MpCCI. Due to limitations with the newly released MpCCI
Windows version, generating such test cases were infeasible. As a result of these
drawbacks, MpCCI coupled results were generated on my behalf by SCAI. It was never
the intent of this research to validate the coupling algorithms of MpCCI. As mentioned
previously, an entire body of work exists to that end as publish in the proceedings of the
6th annual MpCCI User Group Meeting. [66]
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4.2 Post-Processing Visualization with EnSight
EnSight contains a suite of fully capable visualization techniques reviewed in
chapter 2 for scalar, vector, and tensor visualization of data. EnSight provides the user
with extensive control of the data for manipulating it to a desired view; this includes
animation capabilities for generating coupled results movies that are not “faked” .avi
morphed movies.
EnSight also provides flexible control over the page layout of the scene of
displayed data including multiple resizable and overlapping viewports, 3D and 2D
viewports, with or without perspective, and with a variety of backgrounds, rendering
styles, transparency and coloring available for each independent viewport. This permits
the user to include CFD and FEM in a single viewport in the EnSight window as well as
have other viewports in the window which show only the CFD model or only the FEA
model or a mixture of parts of each.
Viewports can have independent or linked 3D transformations allowing the user to
view the model from multiple points of view simultaneously or look at multiple copies of
the model interactively with the same 3D view. For advanced work users can animate
transparency using EnSight’s key frame animator to fade the structural housing of a
model to reveal beneath the flow path of the CFD model, for example. In addition to 3D
data, EnSight can also query the dataset for transient plot data or query the dataset in 3D
space along a line or path for spatial data and provide this information in another
viewport of the window, or in EnSight version 8 in a detached plot window. The plot will
animate over time or through space depending on the type of data query being performed.
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These features still have room for improvement and enhanced visualization of
coupled solutions will be plentiful if tools (such as transparency, multiple viewports, etc.)
were clustered into an intuitive, coupled simulation toolbar within EnSight. Added
features such as transparency dial options to dial up the visibility of one result and down
the visibility of another are also a possibility. This would afford real time interaction and
control of the coupled simulation result.

4.3 Bridging the Gap between MpCCI and EnSight for Visualization of
and Interaction with Externally Coupled Engineering Analysis
(CAE) Results
The following sections describe the details associated with the developed proof of
concept to bridge the current gap between MpCCI and EnSight:
•

Organizing and Loading MpCCI Coupled Results into EnSight
(Section 4.3.1)

•

Displaying and Animating Multiple Results Simultaneously in EnSight
(Section 4.3.2)

•

Proposed Architectures Providing Interaction with Coupled Results (Section
4.3.3)

4.3.1 Organizing and Loading MpCCI Coupled Results into EnSight

Organization of the results refers to putting the results in a format conducive to
visualizing both files simultaneously and interacting with them. Depending on the
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structure of the post-processing code this task might range from unnecessary to rather
complex.
The biggest obstacle to loading results is to be able to accommodate multiple
results. As mentioned previously, this is assuming that the visualization package already
has established data readers to a variety of CAE analysis data types; this is not the case in
most visualization packages. Many visualization packages are limited to loading steady
state results; however, the majority of coupled simulations involve some form of transient
data. It is critical that the data be loaded in a manner that will permit simultaneous
simulation of the data and interaction with the data. Simultaneous simulation refers to
animating both data sets in sync to better understand the interaction between the two and
interacting with the data to offer probing or querying methods between the two datasets.
Each of these features will be discussed in the following sections.
Without a standard for CAE data exchange, the two CAE result files were loaded
into EnSight using the direct native format data readers provided with EnSight or the
.encas format if available. Before the data could be read in it had to be formatted to
include all of the relevant data for visualization. This additional CAE result preparation
includes outputting the coupling surface and transient data. For Fluent specifically the
transient flag identified in Figure 9 must be set to export various time-steps as the
coupled problem converges. EnSight lacks a transient Fluent data reader, so the .encas
format must be used.
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Figure 9: EnSight Gold Case export from Fluent 6.1.22

A user-defined reader was programmed to automate the loading of the two coupled
results into EnSight. This user-defined reader placed the two CAE result files on separate
servers as diagramed in Figure 10. The user defined reader code is included for reference
in Appendix B.3.
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Figure 10: Automated Loading of Two CAE Coupled Results
into EnSight for Simultaneous Simulation

Loading the data in this manner has implication for interacting with the data; these
implications are discussed in section 4.3.3.
4.3.2 Displaying and Animating Multiple Results Simultaneously in EnSight

With the data successfully loaded the next step is to be able to display both results
statically in a common viewport. In EnSight, this task is trivial, but the structure of other
post-processing visualization package might create some difficulties here. To animate
each of the coupled result files to better understand their interaction with one another, it is
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critical that the time domains between the two results by in sync or the visualized results
could be misleading; MpCCI guarantees a matching of these time domains.
Both key frame animation with interpolated frames and flip book animation are
valid techniques for animating the data. Most often the data is of a transient nature which
adds a great deal of complexity to the animation requirements. EnSight needed some
modification to make simultaneous animation a reality. The developers of EnSight
thought they had addressed this problem, but never had any coupled data to verify their
programming. With coupled results from MpCCI, CEI developers and I were able to
resolve the issues prohibiting simultaneous animation in EnSight. Previous to this effort
only one of the coupled result animations would play, forcing the other animation to
terminate pre-maturely.
4.3.3 Proposed Architectures Providing Interaction with Coupled Results

Currently without a CAE data exchange format, several architectural options exist
specific to EnSight and MpCCI that would permit some level of interaction with the
externally coupled results. The follow sections describe these proposed concept
architectures.
4.3.3.1 Case Mapping

EnSight currently lets users plot interactive data that can update based on
simulation setup. Yet improvements need to be made to communicate between the two
coupled result files so coupled variables to be plotted across result files. Currently, this
type of cross case plotting or case mapping is not fully developed in EnSight. This added
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functionality will permit the user to interact with and query the coupled data in significant
ways. EnSight does contain a basic case mapping utility for merging common variables
(these must match identically in spelling and data content).
The first integration architecture option is to develop this case mapping module to
provide full flexibility for controlling communication between coupled results across
separate servers. Figure 11 visually describes this option. This architecture adequately
describes the integration that was performed between EnSight and MpCCI just without
the fully developed case mapping module.

Figure 11: Case Mapping Interaction Architecture
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4.3.3.2 Reader of Readers

The second interaction architecture is for EnSight to develop a Reader of Readers
method – putting the data on a single server in .encas format. This could also be done
separate from EnSight as a pre-processing step before loading the results into EnSight,
but it would best if it was integrated directly with EnSight. This Reader of Readers
architecture is described in Figure 12 below. This architecture would require EnSight to
incorporate much of their pre-existing proprietary CAE direct readers to merge the data
into a single .encas or proposed I-CAE-GES file. EnSight’s current competitive
advantage is the knowledge and depth of CAE results they can read and visualize; this
may be a hurdle preventing this architecture from being implemented.

Figure 12: Reader of Readers Interaction Architecture
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4.3.3.3 MpCCI Export

The optimal architecture would be for MpCCI to merge the result files into one
common standard such as the .encas format or the proposed I-CAE-GES format. The
external code coupler developers have the most intimate knowledge of what data should
be retained for visualization. What these developers lack is the format to describe the 3D
CAE results in a single format. This architecture would most likely require 64 bit
computing to manage the inevitably large file sizes associated with merging two CAE
results into a single results file. Figure 13 diagrams the merging of the two CAE results
by MpCCI into a standard format to be loaded onto a single server process.
This approach affords full communication between the two result files for cross
case plotting and additional interaction as well as an environment suited to encourage the
discovery and emergence of more tightly coupled visualization techniques specific to
coupled analysis results.
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Figure 13: MpCCI Export of Coupled Results and
Merging into a Standard CAE Data Exchange Format

4.3.3.4 TecPlot

The final interaction architecture concept suggests that if an I-CAE-GES standard
existed other tools such as TecPlot could also load the coupled data for extremely
comprehensive data interaction support. This level of interaction is desirable, but would
require the data to reside on a single server process as well.

4.4 Coupled Visualization Examples
SCAI, CEI, and I have work to produce these first few examples of externally
coupled CAE results visualized in a generic post-processing visualization tool. These
examples were prepared for the 2005 Abaqus User Group meeting in Stockholm,
Sweden, but Abaqus, CEI, and SCAI have each consented to publication of these
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examples here. Additional examples are currently being prepared for the 2005 Fluent
User Group meeting.
4.4.1 Example 1: Exhaust Manifold – Abaqus-Fluent Thermal Flow Coupling

4.4.1.1 Problem Setup

Figure 14: Exhaust Manifold Example

An important issue for numerical analysis in the automotive industry is to provide
solutions for the thermal management of cars. A fully coupled (two-way) temperaturestress analysis is used to simultaneously solve for both displacement and temperature
fields for problems in which both the stress and temperature are dependent upon each
other. The transfer of temperature fields and heat transfer coefficients in an engine
exhaust manifold may illustrate the importance of thermal coupling in the transient
heating due to the flow of the internal hot exhaust gas stream. The internal flow was
modelled in Fluent while the structural heating and extraction are calculated by Abaqus.
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MpCCI provides the transfer of the wall heat flux from Fluent to Abaqus and passes back
the resulting surface temperature from Abaqus to Fluent. Abaqus further computes the
thermal stress and deformation of the exhaust manifold due to heating.
To prepare the Abaqus input file for a coupling with MpCCI additional coupling
elements must be defined. The following assumptions were used for the described
manifold example:
•

An initial temperature distribution of 300 K on the whole integration domain

•

A steady state heat transfer simulation

•

As boundary conditions a temperature distribution of 500 K on all inlet
boundaries was set

For the FLUENT model the following assumptions were used:
•

The flow is steady-state

•

No buoyancy effects are considered

•

The flow is considered to be turbulent with standard k-epsilon model

As boundary conditions the following were defined:
•

The bottom 4 velocity inlets are set with an inlet of 5 m/s and a temperature
of 500 K

•

The pressure outlet is set to atmospheric pressure.
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As coupling quantities the following were used:
•

Temperature send from Fluent to Abaqus and

•

Wall Heat Flux from Abaqus to Fluent.

4.4.1.2 Generating Multidisciplinary Visualizations

In this example the Fluent results are loaded in case one or onto server process one
and then the Abaqus results in case two or onto server process two. If these two cases
were not prepared in a consistent position and orientation one case could be selected and
by switching to Frame Mode in EnSight the case could be reoriented or positioned so the
two models lie in a consistent position to relative to one another.

Figure 15: Color Mapping of Coupled Results

The two models will be colored by default by part colors. The Abaqus results
residing in case two can then be colored by the “Temperature” variable, and the Fluent
results residing in case one can be colored by the “temperature” variable as stored by
Fluent. The result will look like that shown in Figure 15. The ranges of “temperature”
and “Temperature” variables will have to be adjusted in EnSight for consistency if the
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user desires. EnSight provides very flexible control over the color palette and each
variable has its own customizable color palette.
It is easy to explore the combined models now. Changing the time step is done
through the time solution dialog and animating over time is easy through the flipbook
animation dialog. The Abaqus results can be displaced by using the Displacement dialog.
Exaggerated displacements are probably necessary in order to see them.
EnSight provides an Annotation Mode in order to add text and labels to the scene.
An example of this annotation is shown in the previously displayed Figure 14 at the start
of this section. Annotations can be static text or based on data extracted from the dataset
or from system commands such as the max value of a variable, the date of postprocessing, or the file name and path to the data. Logos or images from other
applications such as test data can also be inserted in Annotation mode to provide
additional information. Items added in Annotation Mode will sit on top of the scene like
an overlay.
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Figure 16: Transparency with Clip Plane of Internal Flow

Further changes to the scene display internal flow as displayed in Figure 16. First,
the Abaqus parts were rendered semi-transparent and given a thick feature angle border
line to show the outline. Then a clip plane was created through the Fluent flow field and
colored by a variable. The background was colored by a gradient of beige for a more
pleasing neutral background image.
Finally a composite visualization is created to display both internal flow paths as
well as temperature gradients throughout the manifold as displayed in Figure 17.
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Figure 17: Composite Visualization of 3D Externally Coupled Analysis Results

4.4.2 Example 2: Tank Propeller – Abaqus-Fluent 2D FSI Coupling

This example is not as well defined as the previous manifold example, but it does
display the simultaneous animation capabilities added in EnSight for 2D externally
coupled results. Figure 18 on the following page displays three time steps of a propeller
in a tank that is stirring a viscous fluid. The propeller undergoes stresses and
displacements which were calculated by Abaqus. The flow in the tank was calculated by
Fluent. An animated movie was generated in EnSight displaying both results animated
simultaneously and still providing the user the ability to interact with the data by
changing color mapping schemes, transparency, viewports, etc.
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Figure 18: Three Time Steps of a Transient Animation of 2D Externally Coupled Analysis Results
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4.4.3 Example 3: Rubber Wall – Abaqus-Fluent 3D FSI Coupling

Figure 6 on page 46 displays this same problem as a faked, morphed .avi file. By
integrating EnSight and MpCCI the results can be viewed in real time and manipulated
for full understanding. Figures 19 and 20 display various time steps of fluid flow
maneuvering around and deflecting a rubber wall using different visualization techniques.
1

2

3

Figure 19: Three Time Steps of a Transient Animation of 3D Externally Coupled Analysis Results
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Figure 20: Ten Time Steps of a Transient Animation of 3D Externally Coupled Analysis Results

Figure 19, like Figure 6, displays the deflected rubber wall and represents the
flow with velocity vectors in a 2D slice colored by velocity. Figure 20 displays the
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deflection of the rubber wall colored by deflection as well as transient streamlines of the
flow which is forcing the deflection of the wall.
Figures 19 and 20, as compared to Figure 6, clearly demonstrate the power of
visualizing and interacting with externally coupled results versus limited static views and
no interaction. A CAE data exchange standard is mandatory for this type of result
visualization and interaction to become a common feat.
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CHAPTER 5: CONCLUSIONS AND RECCOMENDATIONS

5.1 Summary of Contributions
The objective of this thesis was to understand how one may best visualize and
interact with externally coupled engineering analysis results. This objective was
achieved by integrating the industry leading external code coupler-solver and postprocessing visualization tools together. Several examples were reviewed in Chapter four
displaying the power of interpreting externally coupled analysis results. It is important to
note that without the development of this integrated visualization architecture MpCCI
could only display 2D static, coupled surfaces of the results. The following questions
discussed in Chapter one have now been answered by this thesis:
•

How may an externally coupled analysis method best be directly integrated with a
scientific visualization system for visualization of externally coupled results?

•

Can two separate, though externally coupled, results be animated simultaneously?

•

What is required before externally coupled result variables can be plotted against
one another, providing interaction with and understanding of critical trade-offs?
(e.g. a Pressure versus Deflection Plot)
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5.1.1 Integrating External Code Couplers with Post-Processing Visualization

Through the use of a common data exchange format for CAE results, such as the
proposed I-CAE-GES standard, the integration between external code couplers and postprocessing visualization tools has been achieved. The key issue addressed is the
organization and loading of the externally coupled results into the post-processing
visualization tool.
For the current implementation, a variety of data readers take the place of a standard
format and restrict the integration between these two dissimilar tools from being wholly
general. Several examples were provided in Chapter four displaying the validity of the
integration effort and outlining the benefits of such an integration. As a standard for
CAE data exchange is accepted the integration between these two tools will only grow
more seamless.
5.1.2 Animating Two Separate Results Simultaneously

Two separate, though externally coupled, results can be animated simultaneously.
CEI developers aided me in resolving the issue of animating two separate results
simultaneously. Ideally the results will be animated in sync with one another and in the
same coordinate frame as one another. There are no doubt several approaches that could
be employed to animate two results simultaneously; the method employed herein may not
be the most efficient method, but it is the first time the issue has been addressed in a
general sense. Future research will aid in determining the algorithms and methods for
animating multiple results simultaneously in an optimal and simple manner.
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5.1.3 Requirements for Plotting Coupled Variables Against One Another

Placing externally coupled results on a single compute server is required before
externally coupled result variables can be plotted against one another, providing
interaction with and understanding of critical trade-offs? (e.g. a Pressure versus
Deflection Plot) Section 4.3.3.3 on page 61 and 62 graphically outlines the concluded
architecture for interaction support in Figure13. Several architectures were presented in
the result section each addressing the requirements for plotting externally coupled
variables against one another; however the optimal method for interacting and plotting
coupled results is for the external code coupler-solver developers (MpCCI in this case) to
merge the output of two or more results into a single, standard file, such as the I-CAEGES format.
With the data residing on a single compute server, full correlation may be
interpreted and understood between the coupled results. The post-processing
visualization tools still have an obligation to address variable duplication and storage of
coupled visualization in the I-CAE-GES standard format.

5.2 Future Research
This research effort is viewed as an initial step to define the need and beginnings of
a significant advancement in visualization and interaction of externally coupled CAE
results. This research is meant to serve as a stepping stone for promoting these
techniques for additional tools. Initially visualization tools will benefit most from
defining and performing future research in this area; but as new external code couplers
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become available this will provide a foundation for visualizing and interacting with the
results.
As a standard, I-CAE-GES needs to be maintained and ensured that it continues to
meet the needs of the CAE vendors, the user community, etc. It is proposed that as a
future research activity a consortium be formed of industry, academic, and research
partners to weigh in on key issues and ensure that the I-CAE-GES standard remain pure
and consistent. IGES went through several years of confusion before resolving similar
issues. Even now several different versions of the IGES standard are supported and
industry tends to implement what is most convenient for them. The consortium board
will govern and ensure that the standard will evolve uniformly and continue to address all
parties’ needs. Obviously, CEI, .encas format developers, would need to play a key role
on this consortium board with their in depth knowledge of the standard.
VE-Suite developers have already expressed an interest in integrating this research
into their visualization framework. This research may be used as a template for the
implementation of similar research with new visualization technology. This would
require some redevelopment of the data readers without acceptance of the proposed ICAE-GES standard, but that could be done. Warning should be given that both MpCCI
and EnSight are dynamic, meaning constantly changing, commercial codes so caution
must be taken to know that the proof of concept presented in chapter four was done with
the following software versions:
MpCCI – 3.0.4
EnSight – 8
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5.3 Recommendations
5.3.1 Simplifying the Obtainment of Externally Coupled Results from MpCCI

Obtaining externally coupled results is an extremely complex task. The process to
obtain these results needs to be simplified before this technology can begin to greatly
influence industrial processes. The following two concepts would simplify the use of
external coupling tools for defining and solving externally coupled problems:
•

Defining Control Volumes Visually (Section 3.3.1.1)

•

Convergence Job Monitoring (Section 3.3.1.2)

Each of these recommended concepts is discussed in detail in the following
sections.
5.3.1.1 Defining Control Volumes Visually in MpCCI

There is a need for external code coupler developers, often brilliant computer
scientist, to understand the environment in which engineers might prefer to solve coupled
simulation problems. In two dimensions engineers define problems using a free body
diagram or a “drawing of a system with forces acting upon it” [72]. In three dimensions a
free body diagram is represented as a control volume or “an imaginary boundary used to
identify the system and in particular locate all the inlets, outlets and energy sources” [73].
The first step in solving a coupled problem, defining the coupling region, could
benefit greatly from further visualization integration to produce what the author terms a
Rich Control Volume Environment (RCVE). This type of environment would permit
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engineers to work in 3D to assign boundary conditions, define inlets, define outlets, and
define energy sources for all models, for example: both the CFD and FEA model, from
within one environment. This could greatly simplify the complex task of setting up an
externally coupled solution. Currently most users of external coupling tools need to
define boundary conditions in each CAE solver separately, but this RCVE would
eliminate that complex step.
Although this concept of RCVE would greatly simplify the definition stage for
externally coupled results, developing this type of environment is no small task. This
would require almost full control of a CAE solver’s internal data structures which are
often proprietary. Due to this limitation, development of such an environment might be a
distinct advantage for internally coupled methods over externally coupled methods.
5.3.1.2 Convergence Job Monitoring with MpCCI

With the general understanding that “setting up a stable and convergent coupled
solution is still a heavy task,” [65] it is important that the user have a method to monitor
the convergence and be able to abandon a submitted coupled analysis. This will not only
save valuable time, but let the user better understand the nuances of obtaining
successfully coupled analysis solutions. A great deal of time is spent in waiting for a
coupled solution to converge. Large problems can take weeks before converging to an
accurate solution. There is a need to know whether to abandon an externally coupled
simulation or to continue spending processing power to provide coupled results. To
address this issue, a convergence job monitoring system should be developed within the
external coupler to provide feedback about when to abort a coupled problem mid-
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solution. To do this the user might define a certain threshold at which mesh
interpolation, boundary condition data exchange, or etc. reach a numerically quasi-static
state and the solution terminates cleanly.
5.3.2 Simplifying the User Interface for EnSight

A draw back to the EnSight application is the extreme learning curve required
before a user can generate complex visualizations. The EnSight interface provides so
many options it can at times be overwhelming to a user. Simplification of the interface
without sacrificing functionality would greatly enhance EnSight’s appeal. It is
recognized that this is easer to suggest and difficult to implement. Perhaps if more
advanced feature were hidden on advanced menus then users could enjoy the same
functionality with a simplified interface.

5.4 Final Conclusions
Despite the complexity associated with visualizing and interacting with externally
coupled analysis results, it is believed that great value will be added to the engineer who
can wield these tools for effective decision-making. The end goal is to predict
performance of a realistic system and by doing so, providing a competitive advantage
over others who are not as advanced analytically. The goal of CAE solvers is not to see
who can solve the hardest problems, but rather who can solve the hardest problem and
interpret the results to better understand the natural world around us. The only way to
make this possible is to accept the proposed I-CAE-GES standard for the exchange of
CAE solver data.
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The most critical assumption in this research effort is that industry will be willing
to accept a new standard for the exchange of CAE results. Obviously there will be CAE
vendors that do not wish to participate in such a standard, but they should. It is also
assumed that MpCCI can accurately interpolate between the two solvers, ensuring no
critical information is lost. Despite having benefits for all forms of CAE results, this
method is really meant to address externally coupled results; however, it is hoped that the
established architecture will be applied to internally coupled codes and other
visualization environments, such as VE-Suite.
The greatest benefit of this research is that it allows the engineer to significantly
interact and visualize more complex problems solved in preferred world class tools in a
timely and streamlined manner.
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APPENDIX A: MPCCI

A.1 Supported CAE Solvers

Figure 21: Supported CAE Solvers
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A.2 Coupling architecture of communication module

Figure 22: Architecture Diagram Describing Integration of MpCCI with EnSight
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Figure 23: MpCCI Architecture Diagram

Figure 24: MpCCI Coupling Order
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Figure 25: Detailed MpCCI Code Adaptation Architecture
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A.3 Physics driven interpolation schemes for various meshes

Figure 26: MpCCI Mesh Interpolation Approach

Figure 27: MpCCI Distributed Processing Approach
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Figure 28: MpCCI Compatible Coupling Regions

Figure 29: MpCCI Compatible 3D Coupling Elements
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Figure 30: MpCCI Compatible 2D Coupling Elements

Figure 31: MpCCI Standard interpolation Schemes
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Figure 32: MpCCI Non Conservative Standard Interpolation

Figure 33: MpCCI Conservative Standard Interpolation
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Figure 34: MpCCI Non Conservative Interpolation on Intersection Computation

Figure 35: MpCCI Conservative Interpolation on Intersection Computation
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A.4 cciVis trace file format

MpCCI Tracefile – Description of the HDF file structure
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Figure 36: MpCCI Tracefile Format
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Figure 37: MpCCI Tracefile Format Geometry Branch

Figure 38: MpCCI Tracefile Format Communication Branch
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Figure 39: MpCCI Tracefile Format – Code Info Branch
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APPENDIX B: ENSIGHT

B.1 EnSight data readers table – what formats are supported
Interfaces to Solvers

EnSight supports a number of common data formats as well as interfaces to various
simulation packages. There are four different means to get your data into EnSight:
CFD
Data Format/ Program
ACUSOLVE
AVUS

Type
2

Description

CFD/FEA/Other

Contact vendor for information

CFD

1,4

See this FAQ for information

CFD

CFD++

4

Exports EnSight Case format

CFD

CFD-ACE

2

Contact vendor for DTF reader

CFD

CFD-FASTRAN

2

Contact vendor for DTF reader

CFD

CFDESIGN

1

Uses Tecplot files and reader

CFD

Code exports EnSight Case format

CFD

3

Converts TASCflow output to EnSight format (or use
PLOT3D converter from vendor).

CFD

3

User reader

CFD

User-defined reader (see AVUS)

CFD

CFX
how CFX works with EnSight
CFX-TASCflow
CGNS
COBALT

1,3,4

1,4

CRAFT

4

Exports EnSight Case Gold format

CFD

CRUNCH

4

Exports EnSight Case Gold format

CFD

ESTET

1

Direct Internal Reader

CFD

FAST Unstructured

1

Direct reader for NASA FAST unstructured format

CFD

FEFLO

3

Contact vendor for information

Reservoir

FENSAP

4

Contact Vendor

CFD

FIDAP

1

Direct reader for FIDAP neutral (FDNEUT) files

CFD

Use PLOT3D or CGNS files/reader

CFD

FINE/AERO
FINE/TURBO

1

FIRE

4

Code exports EnSight format

CFD

FLOW-3D

1

User-defined reader for FLOW-3D results (flsgrf) files

CFD

Direct Reader, Tranlsator and exports EnSight
Casefile format

CFD

Includes both reader and export facilities for EnSight

CFD

Exports EnSight Case format

CFD

Fluent
(version 6.1 and up)
how Fluent works with
EnSight

1,3,4

FOAM

2, 4

GASP

4
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GUST
KIVA
how KIVA works with EnSight

4
2, 3, 4

Exports EnSight Case format

CFD

Conversion routines export EnSight 5 format, contact
CEI for information

CFD, combustion

NCC

2

Interface to National Combustion Code, contact CEI
for details

CFD

N3S

1

EDF N3S code

CFD

NSMB

2

User-defined reader developed by CERFACS and CSCS

CFD

NSU2D/NSU3D

4

Contact CEI for information

CFD

PAM-FLOW

2

User-defined reader from ESI to read native PAM-FLOW
CFD
files

PHOENICS

1

Use PLOT3D files/reader/contact CEI for information

CFD

PLOT3D

1

Direct reader for PLOT3D and FAST structured formats

CFD

Polyflow

4

Outputs EnSight Case format

CFD

PowerFLOW

3

Contact CEI for information on interfaces available

CFD

RADIOSS-CFD

1

Contac MCUBE for interface details.

CFD

SCRYU

1

User Defined Reader

CFD

SC/TETRA
how SC/TETRA works with
EnSight

4

SC/TETRA exports EnSight Casefile format

CFD

STAR-CD
(version 3.0.5 & up)
how STAR-CD works with
EnSight

4

Code exports EnSight Casefile format

CFD

TECPLOT

1

User-defined readers for structured and unstructured
formats TECPLOT for v7 binary, TECPLOT_ASCII for
v10 ASCII

Other

UH3D
how UH3D works with EnSight

4

Contact mindwr.com for interface details

CFD

UNCLE

2

User-defined reader
Contact CEI for details

CFD

UNIC-CFD

3

Contact vendor for interface details

CFD

TetrUSS / USM3D

3

Use Translator to EnSight

CFD

User-defined reader

CFD

Common File Format (WIND code) reader source
included as well as executables for Sun, SGI & Linux.

CFD

VECTIS
WIND/CFF

1, 3
1

FEA & Dynamics
Data Format/ Program

Type

Description

CFD/FEA/Other

ABAQUS
how ABAQUS works with
EnSight

1

Two direct readers. Use ABAQUS reader for binary or
ascii .fil files and ABAQUS_ODB for .odb files

FEA

ADAGIO

1

Use Exodus II reader

FEA

ADINA

3

Use I-DEAS neutral files and translators

FEA

ALEGRA

1

Use Exodus II reader

FEA

ANSYS

1

Direct reader for binary .rst, .rth, .rmq, .rfl files

FEA

EXODUS II

1

User-defined reader

FEA

I-DEAS

3

Translator for I-DEAS FEA neutral file

FEA

LS-DYNA
how LS-DYNA works with
EnSight

1

User-defined reader for d3plot files

FEA

MADYMO

1

Use LS-DYNA reader

FEA/Dynamics

MSC.ADAMS
how ADAMS works with
EnSight

4

Additional ADAMS macro exports EnSight Casefile
format

FEA/Other

MSC.Dytran
how MSC.Dytran works with
EnSight

1

User-defined reader for MSC/Dytran archive (.arc) files

FEA, fluid structure

MSC.MARC

3

Use Patran to EnSight PCL exporter; contact CEI

FEA

MSC.Nastran

1

User-defined reader for binary OP2 files

FEA

MSC.PATRAN

3

Contact CEI for PATRAN to EnSight PATRAN macro

FEA

PERMAS

1

Contact CEI for user-defined BIF/BOF reader

FEA
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PRESTO

1

Use Exodus II reader

FEA

PRONTO

1

Use Exodus II reader

FEA

Contact vendor for interface details

FEA

RADIOSS
how RADIOSS works with
EnSight

1

TAHOE
how TAHOE works with
EnSight

4

Contact CEI for information on interfaces available

FEA

1

Use the Exodus reader. Contact CEI for more
information.

FEA

Hydrocodes

CTH
DMC

1

Use Exodus reader

FEA

EPIC

4

Exports to EnSight format

FEA

EXODUS II

1

User-defined reader

FEA

PRESTO

1

Use Exodus II reader

FEA

PRONTO

1

Use Exodus II reader

FEA

1

User-defined reader for PARALLEL EXODUS INTERFACE
format

CFD

PXI
SHAMRC

Contact CEI for more information.

SPHINX

4

Code exports EnSight format

CFD

TAHOE
how TAHOE works with
EnSight

4

Contact CEI for information on interfaces available

FEA

MAGMA

2

Contact CEI for user-defined reader

FEA

POLY-3D

3

Contact vendor for information

Other

Manufacturing

SUPERFORGE
Telluride/TRUCHAS
how Telluride works with
EnSight

Contact CEI for more information.
4

Code exports EnSight format

Other

ECLIPSE

3

Contact CEI for details

Reservoir

FEMWATER

2

Use GMS reader

Reservoir

GMS

2

User reader for GMS groundwater modeling framework,
Reservoir
contact CEI for information

IMEX

2

Contact CEI for details

Reservoir

IO/API

2

User reader for MODELS 3 framework, contact CEI for
information

Other

MODELS 3

2

Use IO/API reader

Other

2

User reader for Schlumberger reservoir modeling
framework, contact CEI for information

Reservoir

Environmental

RESCUE

Other formats
Data Format/ Program

Type

Description

CFD/FEA/Other

ENSIGHT 5

1

Original, unstructured EnSight format

Other

ENSIGHT CASE GOLD

1

EnSight's native format

Other

EXODUS II

1

User-defined reader

CFD

1

User-defined readder, for details, see the User's
Manual, the source code in
$CEI_HOME/ensight80/src/readers/hdf5, or see the
NCSA description.

Other

HDF5
how HDF works with EnSight
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MAYA ESC

4

Contact Vendor

Other

MOVIE.BYU

1

Direct reader for MOVIE.BYU format files

Other

Direct reader for MPGS, EnSight's predecessor

Other

MPGS 4.1

1

MUSES/Prism

2

User-defined reader from Thermoanalytics

Thermal

1

User-defined reader,
for details, see the User Manual or
$CEI_HOME/ensight80/src/readers/netcdf/README

Other

1

User-defined reader for PARALLEL EXODUS INTERFACE
format

CFD

2

User-defined reader from Thermoanalytics

Thermal

Reads various formats supported by SILO API

Other

NetCDF
how NetCDF works with
EnSight
PXI
RADTHERM
SILO

1, 3

STL

1

User-defined reader for STL geometry files

Other

USM3D

3

Use Translator to EnSight

CFD

Type 1 -- Included Readers -- These are accessed by choosing the desired format
in the Data Reader dialog. They include common data formats as well as a number of
readers for commercial software. These can be internal EnSight Readers as well as
User-Defined Readers which interface to EnSight's User-Defined Reader API. If the
included reader is a User-Defined Reader there may be more info in
$CEI_HOME/ensight80/src/readers. Also see the EnSight Online User Manual for
details on using the reader.
Type 2 Not Included User-Defined Readers -- These are readers written by
customers or vendors using EnSight's User-Defined Reader API. These have the
advantage of not requiring a separate data translation step and thus reduce user
effort and disk storage requirements. These readers can be obtained by EnSight
users by following the contact information in the table. For writing your own UserDefined Reader, complete documentation and dummy routines may be found in the
directory $CEI_HOME/ensight80/src/readers.
Type 3 -- Stand-Alone Translators -- These are written by customers or vendors
to convert data into EnSight format files. Several translators are provided with
EnSight. These are found in the directory $CEI_HOME/ensight80/translators.
Translators must first be compiled before they can be used. Some require links to
libraries provided by the vendor of the program in question. See the README files
found in each translator's directory. For writing your own translator, a complete
description of EnSight formats can be found in Chapter 11 of the EnSight Online
User Manual.
Type 4 -- EnSight Format -- These are sofware vendors that support the EnSight
format directly, i.e. an option is provided in their products to output data in EnSight5
or EnSight Case format. If you wish to export EnSight format directly, a complete
description of EnSight formats can be found in Chapter 11 of the EnSight Online
User Manual.
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B.2 EnSight Gold Case format (Proposed I-CAE-GES format)
The format definition is 80 pages long [71]. The core definition is included here for
reference.
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Figure 40: Elements Supported by the EnSight Gold format
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B.3 User-defined MpCCI reader code

/*==================================*/
/* MpCCI file reader API 2.04 */
/*==================================*/
/*----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Detailed Specifications
----------------------Include files:
-------------#include "global_extern.h"
#include "global_extern_proto.h"
*---------------------------------------------------------------------------*/
#include <stdio.h>
#include <stdlib.h>
#ifndef WIN32
#include <unistd.h>
#endif
#include <string.h>
#include <time.h>
#include <sys/types.h>
#include <sys/stat.h>
#include "global_extern.h"
#define Z_NUMGUITOGGLE 4
#define Z_NUMGUIPULLDOWN 2
#define Z_NUMGUIFIELD 2
static
static
static
static
static

char Geom_file[Z_MAXFILENP];
char Resu_file[Z_MAXFILENP];
int Num_dataset_files
int Numparts_available
int Num_variables

= 0;
= 0;
= 0;

static int Num_timesets
static int Current_timeset
static int Geom_timeset_number

= 1;
= 1;
= 1;

static int Num_time_steps[Z_MAX_SETS]
static int Current_time_step

= {0};
= 0;

static int Server_Number
static int Tot_Servers

= 1;
= 1;

static int Num_materials

= 0;

static int Num_toggle;
static int Num_pulldown;
static int Num_field;
static int Toggle_user[Z_NUMGUITOGGLE];
static int Pulldown_user[Z_NUMGUIPULLDOWN];
static char Field_user[Z_NUMGUIFIELD][Z_LEN_GUI_FIELD_STR];
/*----------------------------* UNSTRUCTURED DATA ROUTINES:
*-----------------------------*/
int
USERD_get_part_coords(int part_number,
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float **coord_array)
{
#ifdef DEBUG
fprintf(stderr,"USERD_get_part_coords\n");
#endif
return(Z_OK);
}
int
USERD_get_part_node_ids(int part_number,
int *nodeid_array)
{
#ifdef DEBUG
fprintf(stderr,"USERD_get_part_node_ids\n");
#endif
return(Z_OK);
}
int
USERD_get_part_elements_by_type(int part_number,
int element_type,
int **conn_array)
{
#ifdef DEBUG
fprintf(stderr,"USERD_get_part_elements_by_type\n");
fprintf(stderr,"
Part number %d, Element Type %d \n",part_number,element_type);
#endif
return(Z_OK);
}
int
USERD_get_part_element_ids_by_type(int part_number,
int element_type,
int *elemid_array)
{
#ifdef DEBUG
fprintf(stderr,"USERD_get_part_element_ids_by_type\n");
fprintf(stderr,"
Part number %d, Element Type %d \n",part_number,element_type);
#endif
return(Z_OK);
}
int
USERD_get_uns_failed_elist_flags(int part_number,
int element_type,
int *elem_fail_flag_array)
{
#ifdef DEBUG
fprintf(stderr,"USERD_get_uns_failed_elems_by_type\n");
fprintf(stderr,"
Part number %d, Element Type %d \n",part_number,element_type);
#endif
if (elem_fail_flag_array == (int *) NULL) return(Z_ERR);
return(Z_OK);
}
/*--------------------------* STRUCTURED DATA ROUTINES:
*---------------------------*/
int
USERD_get_block_coords_by_component(int block_number,
int which_component,
float *coord_array)
{
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#ifdef DEBUG
fprintf(stderr,"USERD_get_block_coords_by_component\n");
#endif
return(Z_OK);
}
int
USERD_get_block_iblanking(int block_number,
int *iblank_array)
{
#ifdef DEBUG
fprintf(stderr,"USERD_get_block_iblanking\n");
#endif
return(Z_OK);
}
int
USERD_get_block_ghost_flags(int block_number,
int *ghost_flags)
{
#ifdef DEBUG
fprintf(stderr,"USERD_get_block_ghost_flags\n");
#endif
return(Z_OK);
}
/*------------------* GENERAL ROUTINES:
*-------------------*/
int
USERD_get_name_of_reader(char reader_name[Z_MAX_USERD_NAME],
int *two_fields)
{
#ifdef DEBUG
fprintf(stderr,"USERD_get_name_of_reader\n");
#endif
strncpy(reader_name,"No_Custom",Z_MAX_USERD_NAME);
*two_fields = FALSE;
return(Z_OK);
}
int
USERD_get_reader_release(char version_number[Z_MAX_USERD_NAME])
{
#ifdef DEBUG
fprintf(stderr,"USERD_get_reader_release\n");
#endif
strncpy(version_number,"2.04",Z_MAX_USERD_NAME);
return(Z_OK);
}
int
USERD_get_reader_descrip(char descrip[Z_MAXFILENP])
{
#ifdef DEBUG
fprintf(stderr,"USERD_get_reader_descrip\n");
#endif
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strncpy(descrip, "EnSight Gold (.case)\n"
"Sample user-defined reader", Z_MAXFILENP);
return(Z_OK);
} /*End of USERD_get_reader_descrip()*/
int
USERD_get_reader_version(char version_number[Z_MAX_USERD_NAME])
{
#ifdef DEBUG
fprintf(stderr,"USERD_get_reader_version\n");
#endif
strncpy(version_number,"2.020",Z_MAX_USERD_NAME);
return(Z_OK);
}
int
USERD_set_filenames(char filename_1[],
char param_2[],
char the_path[],
int swapbytes)
{
#ifdef DEBUG
fprintf(stderr,"USERD_set_filenames\n");
#endif
strcpy(Geom_file,filename_1);
strcpy(Resu_file,param_2);
return(Z_OK);
}
void
USERD_set_server_number(int cur_serv,
int tot_servs)
{
#ifdef DEBUG
fprintf(stderr,"USERD_set_server_number\n");
#endif
Server_Number = cur_serv;
Tot_Servers = tot_servs;
return;
}
int
USERD_get_number_of_timesets( void )
{
#ifdef DEBUG
fprintf(stderr,"USERD_get_number_of_timesets\n");
#endif
return(Num_timesets);
}
int
USERD_get_timeset_description(int timeset_number,
char timeset_description[Z_BUFL])
{
#ifdef DEBUG
fprintf(stderr,"USERD_get_timeset_description\n");
#endif
strncpy(timeset_description,"\0",Z_BUFL);
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return(Z_OK);
}
int
USERD_get_geom_timeset_number( void )
{
#ifdef DEBUG
fprintf(stderr,"USERD_get_geom_timeset_number\n");
#endif
return(Geom_timeset_number);
}
int
USERD_get_num_of_time_steps( int timeset_number )
{
#ifdef DEBUG
fprintf(stderr,"USERD_get_num_of_time_steps\n");
#endif
Num_time_steps[timeset_number] = 1;
return(Num_time_steps[timeset_number]);
}
int
USERD_get_sol_times(int timeset_number,
float *solution_times)
{
#ifdef DEBUG
fprintf(stderr,"USERD_get_sol_times\n");
#endif
solution_times[0] = 0.0;
return(Z_OK);
}

void
USERD_set_time_set_and_step(int timeset_number,
int time_step)
{
#ifdef DEBUG
fprintf(stderr,"USERD_set_time_set_and_step\n");
#endif
Current_time_step = time_step;
Current_timeset = timeset_number;
return;
}
int
USERD_get_changing_geometry_status( void )
{
#ifdef DEBUG
fprintf(stderr,"USERD_get_changing_geometry_status\n");
#endif
return(Z_STATIC);
}
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int
USERD_get_node_label_status( void )
{
#ifdef DEBUG
fprintf(stderr,"USERD_get_node_label_status\n");
#endif
return(FALSE);
}
int
USERD_get_element_label_status( void )
{
#ifdef DEBUG
fprintf(stderr,"USERD_get_element_label_status\n");
#endif
return(FALSE);
}
int
USERD_get_uns_failed_model_flag( void )
{
int i,j;
return(FALSE); /* failed elements not enabled */
}
int
USERD_get_uns_failed_etype_flags(
int part_number,
int *num_uns_failed_elems
)
{
#ifdef DEBUG
fprintf(stderr,"USERD_get_uns_failed_etype_flags\n");
fprintf(stderr,"
Part number %d\n",part_number);
#endif
return(Z_OK);
}
int
USERD_get_model_extents( float extents[6] )
{
#ifdef DEBUG
fprintf(stderr,"USERD_get_model_extents\n");
#endif
return(Z_ERR);
}
int
USERD_get_number_of_files_in_dataset( void )
{
#ifdef DEBUG
fprintf(stderr,"USERD_get_number_of_files_in_dataset\n");
#endif
Num_dataset_files = 0;
return(Num_dataset_files);
}
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int
USERD_get_dataset_query_file_info(Z_QFILES *qfiles)
{
#ifdef DEBUG
fprintf(stderr,"USERD_get_dataset_query_file_info\n");
#endif
return(Z_OK);
}
int
USERD_get_descrip_lines(int which_type,
int which_var,
int imag_data,
char line1[Z_BUFL],
char line2[Z_BUFL])
{
#ifdef DEBUG
fprintf(stderr,"USERD_get_descrip_lines\n");
#endif
return(Z_OK);
}
int
USERD_get_number_of_model_parts( void )
{
#ifdef DEBUG
fprintf(stderr,"USERD_get_number_of_model_parts\n");
#endif
Numparts_available = 0;
return(Numparts_available);
}
int
USERD_get_gold_part_build_info(int *part_id,
int *part_types,
char *part_description[Z_BUFL],
int *number_of_nodes,
int *number_of_elements[Z_MAXTYPE],
int *ijk_dimensions[9],
int *iblanking_options[6])
{
#ifdef DEBUG
fprintf(stderr,"USERD_get_gold_part_build_info\n");
#endif
return(Z_OK);
}
int
USERD_get_ghosts_in_block_flag(int block_number)
{
#ifdef DEBUG
fprintf(stderr,"USERD_get_ghosts_in_block_flag\n");
#endif
return(FALSE);
}
int
USERD_get_maxsize_info(int *max_number_of_nodes,
int *max_number_of_elements[Z_MAXTYPE],
int *max_ijk_dimensions[3])
{
#ifdef DEBUG
fprintf(stderr,"USERD_get_maxsize_info\n");
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#endif
return(Z_ERR);
}
int
USERD_get_ghosts_in_model_flag( void )
{
#ifdef DEBUG
fprintf(stderr,"USERD_get_ghosts_in_model_flag\n");
#endif
return(FALSE);
}

int
USERD_get_border_availability( int part_number,
int number_of_elements[Z_MAXTYPE])
{
#ifdef DEBUG
fprintf(stderr,"USERD_get_border_availability\n");
#endif
return(Z_ERR);
}
int
USERD_get_border_elements_by_type( int part_number,
int element_type,
int **conn_array,
short *parent_element_type,
int *parent_element_num)
{
#ifdef DEBUG
fprintf(stderr,"USERD_get_border_elements_by_type\n");
#endif
return(Z_ERR);
}
int
USERD_get_number_of_variables( void )
{
#ifdef DEBUG
fprintf(stderr,"USERD_get_number_of_variables\n");
#endif
Num_variables = 0;
return(Num_variables);
}
int
USERD_get_gold_variable_info(char **var_description,
char **var_filename,
int *var_type,
int *var_classify,
int *var_complex,
char **var_ifilename,
float *var_freq,
int *var_contran,
int *var_timeset)
{
#ifdef DEBUG
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fprintf(stderr,"USERD_get_gold_variable_info\n");
#endif
return(Z_OK);
}
int
USERD_get_var_by_component(int which_variable,
int which_part,
int var_type,
int which_type,
int imag_data,
int component,
float *var_array)
{
#ifdef DEBUG
fprintf(stderr,"USERD_get_var_by_component\n");
#endif
return(Z_OK);
}
float
USERD_get_constant_val(int which_var, int imag_data)
{
float constant_val;
#ifdef DEBUG
fprintf(stderr,"USERD_get_constant_val\n");
#endif
constant_val = 0.0;
return(constant_val);
}

int
USERD_get_var_value_at_specific(int which_var,
int which_node_or_elem,
int which_part,
int which_elem_type,
int time_step,
float values[3],
int imag_data)
{
#ifdef DEBUG
fprintf(stderr,"USERD_get_var_value_at_specific\n");
#endif
return(Z_NOT_IMPLEMENTED);
}
void
USERD_stop_part_building( void )
{
#ifdef DEBUG
fprintf(stderr,"USERD_stop_part_building\n");
#endif
return;
}
int
USERD_bkup(FILE *archive_file,
int backup_type)
{
#ifdef DEBUG
fprintf(stderr,"USERD_bkup\n");
#endif
return(Z_OK);
}
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void
USERD_exit_routine( void )
{
#ifdef DEBUG
fprintf(stderr,"USERD_exit_routine\n");
#endif
return;
}

int
USERD_get_number_of_material_sets( void )
{
return(0);
}
int
USERD_get_matf_set_info(int *mat_set_ids,
char **mat_set_name)
{
int i;
int err = Z_OK;
return(err);
}
int
USERD_get_number_of_materials( int set_index )
{
return(0);
}
int
USERD_get_matf_var_info(int set_index,
int *mat_ids,
char **mat_desc)
{
int i;
int err = Z_OK;
return(err);
}
int
USERD_size_matf_data( int
int
int
int
int
{
return(Z_OK);
}

set_index,
part_id,
wtyp,
mat_type,
*matf_size)

int
USERD_load_matf_data( int set_index,
int part_id,
int wtyp,
int mat_type,
int *ids_list,
float *val_list)
{
return(Z_OK);
}
int
USERD_get_nfaced_conn(int part_number,
int *nfaced_conn_array)
{
#ifdef DEBUG
fprintf(stderr,"USERD_get_nfaced_conn\n");
#endif
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return (Z_ERR);
}
/* _EGS */
#if 0
void USERD_get_extra_gui_numbers(
int *num_Toggles,
int *num_pulldowns,
int *num_fields)
{
#ifdef DEBUG
fprintf(stderr,"USERD_get_extra_gui_numbers\n");
#endif
*num_Toggles = Z_NUMGUITOGGLE;
*num_pulldowns = Z_NUMGUIPULLDOWN;
*num_fields = Z_NUMGUIFIELD;
}
int USERD_get_extra_gui_defaults(
char **toggle_Title,
[num_toggles][Z_LEN_GUI_TITLE_STR] */
int *toggle_default_status,
char **pulldown_Title,
[num_pulldowns][Z_LEN_GUI_TITLE_STR] */
int *pulldown_number_in_list,
int *pulldown_default_selection,
char ***pulldown_item_strings,
[num_pulldowns][Z_MAX_NUM_GUI_PULL_ITEMS][Z_LEN_GUI_PULL_STR] */
char **field_Title,
[num_fields][Z_LEN_GUI_TITLE_STR] */
char **field_user_string
[num_fields][Z_LEN_GUI_FIELD_STR] */
)
{
int i;

/*
/* [num_toggles] */
/*
/* [num_pulldowns] */
/* [num_pulldowns] */
/*
/*
/*

/* ------------------------------*
toggles
* --------------------------------*/
strncpy(toggle_Title[0],"Toggle 1",Z_LEN_GUI_TITLE_STR);
strncpy(toggle_Title[1],"Toggle 2",Z_LEN_GUI_TITLE_STR);
strncpy(toggle_Title[2],"Toggle 3",Z_LEN_GUI_TITLE_STR);
strncpy(toggle_Title[3],"Toggle 4",Z_LEN_GUI_TITLE_STR);
toggle_default_status[0] = FALSE;
toggle_default_status[1] = FALSE;
toggle_default_status[2] = FALSE;
toggle_default_status[3] = FALSE;
/* ------------------------------*
Pulldowns
* --------------------------------*/
strncpy(pulldown_Title[0],"Pulldown Title1",Z_LEN_GUI_TITLE_STR);
strncpy(pulldown_Title[1],"Pulldown Title2",Z_LEN_GUI_TITLE_STR);
/* pulldown_item_strings[num_pulldown][Z_MAX_NUM_GUI_PULL_ITEMS][Z_LEN_GUI_PULL_STR] */
strncpy(pulldown_item_strings[0][0],"Pdwn 1 Choice 1",Z_LEN_GUI_PULL_STR);
strncpy(pulldown_item_strings[0][1],"Pdwn 1 Choice 2",Z_LEN_GUI_PULL_STR);
strncpy(pulldown_item_strings[0][2],"Pdwn 1 Choice 3",Z_LEN_GUI_PULL_STR);
strncpy(pulldown_item_strings[0][3],"Pdwn 1 Choice 4",Z_LEN_GUI_PULL_STR);
strncpy(pulldown_item_strings[0][4],"Pdwn 1 Choice 5",Z_LEN_GUI_PULL_STR);
strcpy(pulldown_item_strings[0][5] ,""); /* indicates last pulldown item */
strncpy(pulldown_item_strings[1][0],"Pdwn 2
strncpy(pulldown_item_strings[1][1],"Pdwn 2
strncpy(pulldown_item_strings[1][2],"Pdwn 2
strncpy(pulldown_item_strings[1][3],"Pdwn 2
strcpy(pulldown_item_strings[1][4] ,""); /*

Choice 1",Z_LEN_GUI_PULL_STR);
Choice 2",Z_LEN_GUI_PULL_STR);
Choice 3",Z_LEN_GUI_PULL_STR);
Choice 4",Z_LEN_GUI_PULL_STR);
indicates last pulldown item */
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pulldown_default_selection[0] = 0; /* first one is selected & displayed*/
pulldown_default_selection[1] = 1; /* second one is selected & displayed*/
/* ------------------------------*
Fields
* --------------------------------*/
strncpy(field_Title[0],"Field 1",Z_LEN_GUI_TITLE_STR);
strncpy(field_Title[1],"Field 2",Z_LEN_GUI_TITLE_STR);
strncpy(field_user_string[0],"Put some default text here if you
want",Z_LEN_GUI_FIELD_STR);
strncpy(field_user_string[1],"-flag1 -flag2",Z_LEN_GUI_FIELD_STR);
return(Z_OK);
}
void USERD_set_extra_gui_data(
int *toggle,
int *pulldown,
char **field_text
{
int i;

/* [num_toggle] */
/* [num_pulldown] */
/* [num_fields][Z_LEN_GUI_FIELD_STR] */ )

#ifdef DEBUG
fprintf(stderr,"USERD_set_extra_gui_data\n");
#endif
/* Assign the choices to globals */
Num_toggle = Z_NUMGUITOGGLE;
Num_pulldown = Z_NUMGUIPULLDOWN;
Num_field = Z_NUMGUIFIELD;
for(i=0; i<Z_NUMGUITOGGLE; i++) {
Toggle_user[i] = toggle[i];
}
for(i=0; i<Z_NUMGUIPULLDOWN; i++) {
Pulldown_user[i] = pulldown[i];
}
for(i=0; i<Z_NUMGUIFIELD; i++) {
strcpy(Field_user[i],field_text[i]);
}
#ifdef DEBUG
fprintf(stderr,"Toggle Values \n");
for(i=0; i<Num_toggle; i++) {
fprintf(stderr,"Toggle%d: %d
",i,Toggle_user[i]);
}
fprintf(stderr,"\nPulldown contents \n");
for(i=0; i<Num_pulldown; i++) {
fprintf(stderr,"Pulldown %d value is %d \n",i,Pulldown_user[i]);
}
fprintf(stderr,"\nField Contents\n");
for(i=0; i<Z_NUMGUIFIELD; i++) {
fprintf(stderr,"Field %d: '%s'
",i,Field_user[i]);
}
fprintf(stderr,"\n");
#endif
}
/* _EGS end enhanced GUI stuff */
#endif
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B.4 Server of Server Concept in EnSight’s Architecture

Figure 41: EnSight Server of Server Architecture
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